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Abstract 
 
Advanced nondestructive neutron technology has been utilized to study 
fundamental issues in the Lost Foam Casting (LFC) process and in the mechanical 
behavior of infrastructure materials.  
Time lapsed neutron radiography combined with digital image processing was 
used to investigate the real-time LFC process. Behavior and characteristics of the 
pyrolysis front in the LFC processes were discussed. Evidence shows that neutron 
radiography offers new insights into the pyrolysis front and the dynamics of the processes 
involved with the casting. Behavior and characteristics of the pyrolysis front and the 
molten metal interface in the LFC processes were revealed. The proposed approach will 
prove to be a powerful tool to characterize the degradation behavior of the expanded 
polystyrene foam during the LFC process and the interactions of liquid metal. 
The stress-strain relationship of particulate materials is complex, and depends on 
the initial state of packing, past stress history, and the applied stress path. A novel in-situ 
study methodology has been developed using neutron scattering technique to obtain 
strains both globally and locally. The significant differences between the global 
deformation and the local lattice strain for silica sand have been found and discussed. The 
measured lattice strain was at least one order of magnitude smaller than the measured 
related global strain. However, the actual stress within the particles could be much higher 
than the applied global stress. Research results from this study will be useful for 
developing suitable elasto-plastic constitutive models of frictional granular materials. 
 vii
Residual stress has a significant impact on the mechanical behavior materials. It is 
difficult to be measured or predicted using analytical methods, and can lead to premature 
failure of materials if not appropriately considered in design. Residual strains of identical 
steel tubular specimens after being subjected to either torsion or tension corresponding to 
a target equivalent strain invariant were probed using both reactor and spallation neutron 
sources. The lattice strains based on the hkl reflections that are reported to be both 
weakly and strongly affected by intergranular strain for tension stress path were 
investigated. The results indicate the essential difference between tension and torsion 
from the perspective of yield and failure criteria for materials.  
An innovative approach has been developed to study the complete 3-D strain 
tensor using the 2nd Generation Neutron Residual Stress Facility at Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory. A procedure was also established to understand the mechanism and to 
analyze the errors of the calculated strain tensor. This newly developed approach makes it 
possible to study the strain/stress state in materials under complex conditions. 
 viii
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Chapter 1 Introduction to neutron radiography and neutron diffraction 
 2
What is a neutron 
Neutrons have both a wave and a particle state called wave-particle dualism. On 
the one hand, a neutron is a subatomic particle without net electric charge and with a 
mass slightly more than a proton. On the other hand, a neutron is a wave, and the wave-
like nature explains its interference. Typical properties and classification based on energy 
of neutrons used in scientific research are given in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2. Thermal 
neutrons, whose energy is relatively low, have wavelengths comparable to interplanar d-
spacings in crystal lattice and energy comparable to the collective vibration energy in 
condensed matter (Hutchings, Withers et al. 2005). This type of low-energy neutron is an 
important tool for the investigation of the static and dynamic properties of condensed 
matter. It can also be used for a detailed study of interaction of the neutron as an 
elementary particle with its surroundings. 
Neutrons are produced in various nuclear reactions such as nuclear fission, or the 
spallation process. Those emission neutrons have high energies of several MeV, and can 
be slowed down to thermal energies through successive collisions at moderator. Such 
neutrons carry the nuclear chain reaction in most nuclear reactors and they can be 
extracted from the moderator by beam tubes and neutron guides. Monochromators are 
often used in reactor neutron source to filter out the thermal spectrum in order to obtain 
single wavelength neutron beams. Time-of-flight technique is used in pulsed sources such 
as OPNS (Richardson 1992), LANSCE (Bourke, Goldstone et al. 1992), or ISIS (Hull, 
David et al. 1992) to measure the energy and the energy change of neutrons after 
interaction with matter. Absorption, transmission and scattering of neutrons carry the 
 3
 
 
Table 1.1 Neutron properties (Rauch and Waschkowski 2003) 
 
Mass (kg) 1.674928(1) × 10-27 
Spin ½ 
Magnetic moment (J·T-1) -9.6491783(18)×10-27 
Β-decay lifetime (s) 885.9±0.9 
Confinement radius (fm) 0.7 
Quark structure  udd 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1.2 Neutron classification based on energy (Anderson 2007) 
 
Type Energy (meV) Temperature (K) Wavelength (nm) 
Cold 0.1 – 10 1 – 120 0.4 – 3 
Thermal 5 – 100 60 – 1000 0.1 – 0.4 
Hot 100 – 500 1000 – 6000 0.04 – 0.1 
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information about the atomic structure and the dynamics of condensed matter.  
Neutrons interact with matter through all four fundamental interactions (Dubbers 
2003): the electromagnetic, weak nuclear, strong nuclear and gravitational interactions. 
While the electromagnetic interaction is primarily important in deep inelastic scattering 
and in magnetic interactions, the strong interaction is the most important force to 
neutrons as it plays the leading role when neutrons pass through matter. Unlike charged 
particles, a neutron goes on its way unchecked until it makes a head-on collision with an 
atomic nucleus. 
 
Attenuation of neutron and neutron radiography 
The scattering length of the neutron-nucleus system, which is of fundamental 
interest for both structure and dynamic investigations of condensed matter, nuclear 
research and other disciplines, is the basic quantity that describes the strength and the 
character of the interaction of low-energy neutrons with the individual nuclei. Due to the 
independence on the individual nuclei and atomic structures, the scattering length varies 
irregularly from one nucleus to another. Cross section is used to describe the likelihood 
of interaction between neutron and elements as an effective target size. It can therefore 
characterize the probability that a particular nuclear reaction will take place, or the 
statistical nature of scattering events. There are several types of cross sections, two of 
which are of principal interest to neutron radiography. Those are absorption cross section 
and the scattering cross section. The total cross section is the sum of the two (Von Der 
Hardt and Rottger 1981). The cross section is expressed as the unit of area, usually in 
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barn, which is 10-24 cm2. Cross section of elements vary with energy of the incident 
neutrons, and the higher the neutron energy, the lower the cross section.  
The transmitted neutrons through a sample can be described by the rate at which 
the neutron intensity attenuates when it passes through the sample, as given by Equation 
(1.1) (Berger 1965) 
 N
dx
d ⋅⋅Φ−=Φ σ       (1.1) 
where,  
Φ – neutron intensity, the number of particles passing across unit area in unit 
time, n·cm-1·s-1;  
x – thickness the neutron travels through, cm; 
σ – target size, i.e., microscopic cross section, cm2;   
N – number of the target nuclei per unit volume, cm-3; 
Integration of Equation (1.1) gives 
  xNe ⋅⋅−Φ=Φ σ0        (1.2) 
where, 
Φ0, Φ – neutron intensity, the number of particles before and after passing across 
unit area in unit time, n·cm-1·s-1;  
σN – the total target size represented by a cubic centimeter of material, i.e., the 
macroscopic cross section, cm-1 
 
Neutron radiography is a powerful imaging technique for the internal evaluation 
of materials. Neutron intensity is attenuated through material, and the corresponding 
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spatial attenuation information is captured by various devices such as scintillator 
detectors, foil detectors, micro pattern gas counter, etc. (Oed 2003).  
The interactions of neutrons and X-rays with matter are fundamentally different, 
which forms the basis of many unique applications using neutron radiography. X-rays 
interact with the electron clouds of atoms, and the cross sections for X-rays increase with 
atomic number. Neutrons interact with atomic nuclei, and the dependence on atomic 
number is not practically observed; the relationship between neutrons and atoms does not 
show any trend because each interaction between a neutron and an atom of a particular 
nuclide is unique. This fundamental difference enables neutron radiography to become a 
complementary technique to x-ray radiography, and in many cases the former 
considerably outperforms the latter. For x-ray radiography, it is very difficult to image 
low atomic number elements, such as hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, boron, or nitrogen. 
However, these elements are able to considerably attenuate neutron intensity, making 
themselves easily detected. Neutron radiography has the capability to reveal detailed 
components that are not visible in an x-ray image. Neutrons can penetrate many heavy 
materials such as titanium and lead. This allows for some unique applications, which is 
impossible with X-ray or Gamma-ray radiography. Thus, neutron radiography supplies a 
unique contrast mechanism not found with other imaging methods based on electrons, X-
rays, or nuclear magnetic resonance. Elements having adjacent atomic numbers can have 
widely different absorptions of neutrons and it varies from element to element, even from 
isotope to isotope. Neutrons also provide high quality radiographs of highly radioactive 
components. 
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When neutrons encounter a matter, they are partly absorbed, partly scattered, and 
partly transmitted, as shown in Figure 1.1. Similar to an X-ray beam passing through a 
medium, neutron intensity follows the exponential attenuation law given by Equation 
(1.3). 
xeII ⋅Σ−= 0         (1.3) 
where, Σ –  the macroscopic cross section, cm-1;  
x – the path length (distance the neutron beam travels), cm 
I0 – the intensity of incident neutron beam, i.e. the number of particles passing 
across unit area in unit time, n·cm-2·sec-1  
I – the intensity of neutron beam passing through a distance x in the material, 
n·cm-2·sec-1   
For a substance containing more than one element, the total macroscopic cross section is 
determined by the addition of its constituent elements. The attenuation coefficients of 
thermal neutrons are quite different for different elements as shown in Figure 1.2. The X-
rays increase in attenuation with higher atomic numbers, but the neutrons are element 
dependent with no straightforward trend. With respect to neutron attenuation coefficients, 
hydrogen is about three orders of magnitude larger than aluminum, and oxygen about one 
order of magnitude larger than aluminum. Therefore, the contrast mechanism can be 
established for a neutron radiography image by the darker area that represents the greater 
attenuation and the lighter area representing the lower attenuation. Neutron radiography 
images can be produced with contrast set by different attenuation due to different 
elements. 
 8
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Interaction of neutrons with matter 
 9
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2 Attenuation of Neutrons and X-rays for different elements (Berger 1965)  
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Bragg’s Law and neutron scattering 
Diffraction based stress analysis techniques use the interplanar d-spacing, i.e., the 
distance between certain atomic planes, as an internal strain gage based on the Bragg’s 
law. Elastic neutron scattering and Bragg's law are illustrated in Figure 1.3. Bragg's law 
can be described as that Bragg peaks in the intensity distribution occur when the 
scattering vector Q (the change in the wave vector of the radiation on scattering) 
coincides with a crystal reciprocal lattice vector G. 
GQ =          (1.4) 
where, 
Q – Scattering vector; for elastic scattering, | Q | = ko – ki = 2sin(θ)/λ 
G – Reciprocal lattice vector for the given crystal in the reciprocal space  
λ – Wavelength of the radiation 
 ki, ko – Incident and scattered wave vectors; for elastic scattering | ko | = | ki | =1/λ  
θ – Angle of Bragg’s peak 
Reciprocal space is a derivative based upon the real space in which a three-
dimensional array of lattice point of a crystal is defined. Reciprocal lattice is a very 
powerful description of all lattice planes in a three dimensional crystal. Reciprocal lattice 
and Ewald sphere construction are usually used to determine diffracted beam direction 
for a given crystal structure. Three vectors bi (i=1, 2, 3) form a basis of this reciprocal 
space, and their relation to the real space lattice parameter ai is given in Equations (1.5)-
(1.7) (Cullity and Stock 2001). 
321
32
aaa
aab ×⋅
×=1        (1.5)
 11
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.3 Elastic neutron scattering and Bragg’s law 
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321 aaa
aab ×⋅
×= 132        (1.6) 
321 aaa
aab ×⋅
×= 213        (1.7) 
where, a1, a2, a3 – The unit vectors describing the lattice in the real space 
b1, b2, b3 – The reciprocal unit vectors in the reciprocal space 
Orientation and distance between parallel atomic planes are given by the Miller 
indices (hkl), which form the coordinates of the corresponding reciprocal lattice vector 
Ghkl, as given in Equation  (1.8). 
321hkl bbbG ⋅+⋅+⋅= lkh       (1.8) 
In a crystal structure, Ghkl is normal to the (hkl) plane and has a length inversely 
proportional to the interplanar spacing of the planes, as shown in Equation (1.9). 
hkld
1=hklG         (1.9) 
where, dhkl is the interplanar d-spacing of the lattice plane (hkl) 
Alternatively, for a given reflection (hkl) the lattice d-spacing can be determined 
by Bragg’s law as given in Equation (1.10). 
)sin(2 hklhkld θλ =         (1.10) 
where, θhkl is the Bragg’s angle of the reflection (hkl) 
 
Research tasks and objectives 
This study intends to utilize advanced neutron techniques of radiography and 
diffraction to investigate fundamental issues in the field of infrastructure materials, 
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including both particulate and continuous materials with implication to engineering. The 
major tasks and significance of this study are summarized as following. 
In Chapter 2, visualization and analyses by neutron radiography aims to develop a 
fundamental understanding of key issues governing the science in the Lost Foam Casting 
(LFC) process, which is difficult to reveal using traditional X-ray radiography. The 
proposed approach will prove to be a potentially powerful in-situ monitoring and 
visualization system for both quality control and improvement for LFC techniques. 
Extension of the proposed method for studying multi-phase flow through porous medium 
will be addressed. 
In Chapter 3, experimental and analytical approaches have been developed for the 
first time providing a fundamental understanding of the globally external load-
deformation behavior at the specimen boundaries, and the corresponding local force-
chain elastic response under one-dimensional compression. The differences between the 
global strain and local lattice strain with stress were measured. Experimental data from 
this study will also have an implication for calibrating new computational methods that 
are non-continuum, such as discrete element method for particulate medium. This study 
will also be useful for many broad applications including fundamental understanding of 
sintered ceramics and metals. 
In Chapter 4, residual strain mapping for tubular steel specimens in three 
orthogonal directions using reactor neutron source from High Flux Isotope Reactor 
(HFIR), Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) is presented. Torsion provides a unique 
opportunity to probe mechanical behavior of materials under pure shear state, and in 
combination with axial load provides a mechanism to rotate principal stresses in a 
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controlled fashion. This study is the first of its kind for evaluating residual strains in 
generalized loading conditions and also will help to demonstrate the need for having a 
multi-axial (axial and torsional) loading system for the anticipated engineering stress 
testing facility at Spallation Neutron Source (SNS). 
In Chapter 5, residual strains in the carbon steel tubes, which were subject to a 
similar ultimate loading conditions in terms of deviatoric strain through either tension or 
torsion, were investigated using the pulsed neutron source facility – Spectrometer for 
Materials Research at Temperature and Stress (SMARTS) at Los Alamos National 
Laboratory. The residual strains based on the multiple (hkl) reflections, reported either 
strongly or weakly affected by the intergranular stress are discussed for both the tension 
and torsion samples. Effect of loading path (tension or torsion) on the residual strain will 
also be discussed. 
In Chapter 6, the state of residual strain of the steel tubular samples which were 
subject to either tension or torsion with a similar ultimate loading conditions in terms of 
the deviatoric strain, were investigated using reactor neutron source are discussed. An 
approach using Least Squares fitting to obtain the tensor of residual strains based on six 
or over six independent measurements of lattice strains is presented. Error propagation of 
the strain tensor calculation based on the errors from both the measured lattice strains and 
the measured data in the unstressed reference sample will be analyzed. It also 
demonstrates that the study has helped the scientists from Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
to expand and establish an innovative research facility to measure strain/stress tensors at 
the 2nd generation Neutron Residual Stress Mapping Facility (NRSF2).  
In Chapter 7, summary of the research and future work is provided. 
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Chapter 2 Visualization of the Multiphase Flow in the Lost Foam 
Casting Process by Neutron Radiography and Image Processing 
 18
 
This chapter is revised based on an invited paper submitted to Materials Science 
and Technology 2007 Conference and Exhibition: 
X. Luo, D. Penumadu, Visualization of the Multiphase Flow in the Lost Foam 
Casting Process by Neutron Radiography and Image Processing, submitted to Materials 
Science and Technology 2007 Conference and Exhibition, Sept 16-20, Detroit, 2007 
My primary contributions to this paper include: (i) development of the problem 
into a work, (ii) identification of the study areas, (iii) most of the gathering and reviewing 
of literature, (iv) sampling, processing, and analyzing neutron images from neutron 
radiography videos, (v) pulling various contributions into a single paper, (vi) most of the 
writing. 
 
Abstract 
An advanced experimental and analytical approach by applying the neutron 
radiography combined with imaging processing was developed to study the Lost Foam 
Casting (LFC) process. The background of the LFC, the research facility of neutron 
radiography, and the image processing techniques used in the analysis of the neutron 
images are introduced first. Experiments were conducted by using refractory coated 
Expanded Polystyrene foam patterns that have simple geometry with different gating and 
Aluminum alloy materials. Real-time neutron videos were recorded for the entire LFC 
process that includes material phase transitions. Still neutron images were extracted from 
the neutron videos, subsequently processed and rendered by image processing. Based on 
the results from neutron radiography combined with the image processing and analysis, 
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the multiphase flow and pyrolysis front were identified and isolated from the molten 
metal as well as the undecomposed polymer foam.  
Behavior and the characteristics of the molten metal and the pyrolysis front in the 
LFC processes were also revealed. The proposed methodology and technique in this 
study help develop an understanding of fundamental issues governing the science in LFC 
process that is difficult to be revealed by conventional X-ray radiography. The proposed 
approach will prove to be a powerful in-situ monitoring and visualization system for both 
quality control and improvement for metal casting technique such as the LFC process. 
 
Introduction to Lost Foam Casting 
Casting is one of the oldest approaches of manufacturing dating back to 3000 
B.C., and is often used because of its ability to produce large and durable volumes of 
complex shape castings with desirable features such as internal cavities and hollow 
sections. The Lost Foam Casting (LFC) also known as Expandable Polystyrene (EPS) 
Casting began its high production application in early 1980’s (Lessiter and Kotzin 2003). 
 The LFC process has unique advantages when compared to competing 
technologies for metal casting. It has no size limit and the casting products from it can be 
obtained as near net shape, and complex shapes can be cast in one piece by using EPS 
foam patterns glued together. It is starting to be widely used as a replacement to the 
conventional casting processes such as green sand and investment castings, by many 
casting companies, especially in automobile industry. General Motors, Mercury Marine, 
Saturn, and Robinson Foundry have been applying the LFC for producing engine blocks 
and cylinder heads with complex shapes and internal pathways in order to improve 
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product quality. For example, General Motors had nine different products in the LFC 
products including aluminum cylinder head, aluminum cylinder block, aluminum driven 
sprocket supports for automatic transmission, iron crankshaft, iron differential case, and 
iron clutch housing for automatic transmission (Smith 1996). It has also been 
demonstrated that the LFC was capable of both high-quantity production and good 
quality by casting more than 5000 castings/day for General Motors (Foti 2000). Casting 
from this process can have surface finishes from 5-20 micrometer. Dimensional accuracy 
from this process is better than the traditional sand castings. After the LFC process, 
almost no further modification is required, the machining and assembly being eliminated 
or reduced (Campbell 2000). Unlike other casting processes, no parting lines, cores, or 
riser systems are needed. The process for the most part is inexpensive with the 
polystyrene, sand and containing units being relatively inexpensive. Shaping die could be 
costly, and low volume runs could be expensive. Compared with the conventional sand 
casting using resin-bonded sand, the LFC reduces environmental wastes because it uses 
unbonded and recycled sand. Bates (1999) gives a comparison of energy usage for both 
the LFC and the conventional sand casting, which shows that the LFC results in an 
energy savings of 27%, productivity increase of 46%, and material reduction of 7%. 
Research has also shown that the LFC could reduce energy use by as much as 27% 
compared with conventional sand casting (Dinwiddie 2004). 
 
Fundamentals of the Lost Foam Casting process 
Two major steps are involved in the LFC process. The first is to produce a 
polymeric foam pattern typically using expanded polystyrene. The second step is about 
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the process of casting, which is to replace the polymer pattern by molten metal. After the 
coated polymer pattern is ready, it is placed in a mould where silica sand is poured into to 
fill all the cavities. Molten metal is then introduced into the mould through the gating, 
and consequently the polymer foam pattern decomposes into gaseous and liquid pyrolysis 
products and escapes into the loose sand. The molten metal flow fills in the space 
originally occupied by the foam pattern to yield the target shape. The casting product is 
obtained by removing the sand and refractory coating. For the LFC process to be 
successful, there must be a high degree of process control both on raw materials 
including refractory coating, EPS foam patterns and the casting process itself. Several 
types of defects such as folds, porosity, and metal penetration have been observed to 
occur during the LFC process if the process control is not adequate. 
In the LFC process, the EPS foam pattern degrades into liquid and gas products 
and escapes into the loose sand when the molten metal is introduced. During the process 
of metal filling, a gas layer that is also called the pyrolysis front mainly consisting of the 
thermal degradation products of styrene exists between the metal and the polymer fronts. 
Behavior of the pyrolysis front during casting process is important and has a significant 
impact on the quality of the casting products (Yao and Shivkumar (1997). However, the 
pyrolysis front is very difficult to be identified using the traditional X-ray based 
radiography techniques, and consequently has not been studied in the past. 
There are many factors that may have considerable impact on how well the LPC 
process works and affect the quality of the casting products.  Mis-run is an incomplete fill 
of the cavity during metal flow filling process. Among other factors, this kind of defect 
occurs with increasing likelihood when the permeability of the coating is low enough to 
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prevent the transport of decomposed materials into the confining sand or mullite medium 
or when the thermal conductivity of the coating is such that abnormal solidification of 
molten metal front happens. Cold lap is a discontinuity on the casting surface resulted 
from the metal being too cold to fuse where the two streams of metal meet. Porosity often 
occurs if the metal flow solidifies before the decomposed materials escape through the 
coating. Metal penetration defect happens when coating is not strong enough to resist the 
pressure caused by compaction and thermal expansion during casting. Cracks will appear 
in the coating, causing the molten metal to break through the cracks in the coating and 
enter the surrounding sand (Goria, G. et al. 1986; Littleton, Miller et al. 1997; Liu, 
Ramsay et al. 1998).  
 
Neutron radiography for Lost Foam Casting 
Radiography has long been considered as a valuable tool for detecting internal 
features and flaws. With X-ray radiography, shrinks, blowholes, gas or slag inclusions 
and other flaws could be identified quickly and gating and risering appropriately adjusted 
(Turner 1972). The traditional radiography by using X-ray source has also been 
successfully used in practice to image aluminum flow for aiding gating design, 
turbulence reduction and determining flow patterns (Sirrell, Holliday et al. 1995; Cox, 
Harding et al. 2003). However, the X-ray radiography has difficulty in visualizing the 
polymer foam and the pyrolysis products due to its attenuation issue. It is crucial to 
characterize the behavior of pyrolysis fronts of polymer foam patterns when they recede 
during the LFC process. Then other issues involved in the LFC, such as the effect of the 
properties of the refractory coatings and unbonded granular materials on the filling 
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behavior of molten metal flows, are able to be investigated. Moreover, an in-situ quality 
control approach for the LFC can also be developed based on the neutron radiography 
technique. 
Two types of important materials involved in the LFC are aluminum and EPS 
foam consisting of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. X-ray radiography will be valuable to 
study the metal front, and the imaging technique as proposed in this research can be 
useful to study the degradation process of foam. In particular, neutrons are able to 
penetrate aluminum and yet are highly sensitive to hydro-carbons. Thus, neutron offers 
the potential to visualize degradation products from expanded polystyrene during the 
metal fill process. 
Transmission of a neutron through a substance can be expressed in terms of the 
rate at which the neutron intensity reduces as it passes through the substance. Although 
neutrons, especially those traveling at relatively low velocities (thermal neutrons) are 
absorbed in matter according to laws that are very different from those governing the 
absorption of electromagnetic rays such as x- or gamma-rays, they actually follow a 
similar exponential attenuation law. To calculate cross section of compounds, an 
important assumption needs to be made, which is that the property of the nuclear species 
is unaffected by considerations of the molecular or crystal structure in which it resides. 
Thus, the macroscopic cross section for compounds can be calculated from the 
summation of the macroscopic cross sections of each nuclear species, as given in 
Equation (2.1). 
∑=∑
i
iic N σ          (2.1) 
where,  
Σc – the macroscopic cross section of compound, cm-1   
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Ni – the number of nuclei per unit volume for ith nuclear species, cm-3   
σi – microscopic cross section for ith nuclear species, cm2 
 
The microscopic cross section σi is an indication of the probability of a specified 
interaction or reaction between an incident radiation and a target particle or system of 
particles. It is the reaction rate per target particle for a specified process divided by the 
flux of the incident radiation. Macroscopic cross-section is the cross-section per unit 
volume of a given material for a specified process. For a pure nuclide, it is the product of 
the microscopic cross-section and the number of target nuclei per unit volume; for a 
mixture of nuclides, it is the sum of such products. 
Obviously, 
M
nN A⋅= ρ           (2.2) 
where,  
ρ – density of compound, g·cm-3   
nA – Avogadro’s number, 6.02214×1023 mol-1   
M – atomic weight of compound, g·mol-1 
 
Substitute Equation (2.2) into (2.1) to yield 
∑⋅=∑ iiAc kMn σρ          (2.3) 
where,  
ki – the number of ith nuclear species in the compound molecular 
 
Equation (2.3) is the formula used to calculate the attenuation capability of a 
compound. Based on that, the macroscopic cross-section and the calculated thickness for 
50% neutron attenuation of the typical materials involved in LFC process can be 
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calculated and listed in Table 2.1. It shows that there is remarkable difference in the 
attenuation between aluminum and styrene, which creates the contrast mechanism in 
neutron radiography for LFC. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2.1 Material properties and the calculated thickness for 50% attenuation 
 
Material Molecular 
/ Atom 
Density 
(g/cm3) 
Molecular 
/Atomic weight 
(g/mol) 
Macroscopic 
cross section 
(cm-1) 
Thickness of 50% 
attenuation (cm) 
Aluminum Al 2.70 27 0.0984 7.05 
Styrene C8H8 0.9 106 3.12 0.22 
Water H2O 1.0 18 2.62 0.26 
Silica SiO2 2.65 60 0.259 2.68 
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Extensive work has been done in LFC research in the past, yet some fundamental 
issues demand more attention. One of the important aspects is to identify the molten 
metal and pyrolysis fronts during the LFC process, because the behavior of those fronts 
has an important effect on the quality of castings. Results have shown that typical defects 
are closely related to the behavior of the decomposed polymer foam and the complex 
property of the pyrolysis front during the LFC process (Goria, G. et al. 1986; Littleton, 
Miller et al. 1997; Liu, Ramsay et al. 1998). Yao and Shivkumar (1997) indicate that the 
filling behavior of the molten metal flow is essentially governed by the polymeric 
degradation process occurring at the metal front during the LFC process. Penumadu 
(2002) observed the presence of receding pyrolysis front and fast diffusion pathways in 
EPS foam during LFC process by using neutron radiography. 
This research aims to take advantage of advanced and innovative technology 
provided by neutron radiography, through which the molten metal and pyrolysis fronts 
during the LFC process can be visualized so that the fundamental understanding of their 
behavior and its effect on the LFC process can be established. 
 
Neutron facility for studying the Lost Foam Casting 
Neutron sources used in neutron radiography can be either from continuous 
reactor sources like the TRIGA Reactor at McClellan Nuclear Radiation Center (MNRC), 
managed by University of California, Davis, or the High-Flux Isotope Reactor at Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), or from pulsed source like the new Spallation 
Neutron Source at ORNL. Each source offers special capabilities. For example, the 
pulsed source could permit high-speed stroboscopic imaging with 1 microsecond time 
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resolution. The reactor source could enable the best spatial resolution, especially with 
advanced neutron optics and new neutron detectors.  
The neutron radiography experiments in this research were carried out at the 
research facility located in McClellan Nuclear Radiation Center (MNRC). As shown in 
Figure 2.1, MNRC has a two Megawatt TRIGA reactor with four neutron beam tubes all 
tangential to the reactor core. The neutron beam is approximately 9 inches (22.5 cm) in 
diameter and has an intensity of approximately 1×107 n·cm2·s-1. The beam angle is 20° 
from horizontal. The neutron spectrum is highly thermalized, which allows high quality 
imaging. The neutron beams are highly collimated with an L/D of 50 to 400, resulting in 
high spatial resolution from the digital still radiographs. The radioscopic systems use the 
CF Thompson tube as the neutron camera, which combined with the SIT (Silicon 
Intensified Tube) camera allows it to capture images at a rate of 30 frames/second. The 
radiography setup for LFC is shown in Figure 2.2. Charge Couple Device (CCD) based 
radiography was used in this study.  
The polymer foams used in the study are expanded polystyrene (EPS) foams, with 
a density of 22.4 kg/m3. The casting metal used in this study is aluminum alloy. The 
aluminum alloy was heated to 1400 F before pouring into the EPS patterns. Real-time 
neutron radiography is conducted to visualize the molten metal and pyrolysis foam fronts 
during the whole LFC process. Geometries of all the casting samples are simple plates 
with the same size of 100 x 150 mm, various thicknesses (4, 12 and 24 mm), and various 
gating orientations (bottom, side and top), as shown in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.1 Neutron radiography facility at MNRC, UC Davis 
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Figure 2.2 MNRC radiography setup to study LFC 
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(a) Top-gating (b) Side-gating (c) Bottom-gating 
 
Figure 2.3 Three types of gating systems 
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Image processing for neutron images 
A histogram measures and illustrates the characteristics of brightness and contrast 
of a digital image. In the histogram, the X-axis represents the intensity of a given pixel, 
and Y-axis represents the counts, i.e., the number of the pixels that possess that intensity 
in the image. As in 8-bit gray scale images, the X-axis in a histogram will represent the 
intensity range 0 through 255. Figure 2.4 shows a typical histogram, and the statistics of 
the pixel intensities are also provided.  
The neutron images obtained originally from the real-time neutron videos are 24-
bit RGB color images, which are also referred as true color image. It is well known that 
any color can be represented as a mixture of varying levels of three primary colors of 
light, i.e., red, green, and blue. Thus, the RGB image in which RGB stands for red, green 
and blue, respectively is the most straightforward way to represent color images by using 
those three primary colors of light. In a 24-bit RGB bitmap image, each pixel contains a 
24-bit value called RGB triplet made of three separate 8-bit scales. Each scale represents 
the level of its respective color channel, i.e., red, green or blue. The brightness values 
represent levels with a 256-level scale, ranging from 0 (black) to 255 (brightest). Before 
the intensity analysis were performed, those RGB neutron images were transformed into 
8-bit gray scale images by using the default procedure provided by the software package 
Image-Pro Plus 4.5 (Media Cybernetics 2001). Afterwards, those 8-bit gray scale images 
are processed with pseudo-color, which is used to visually amplify specific intensities 
that are difficult to distinguish from their surroundings by rendering those intensity 
values in different colors. The process of filtering of pixels is also used in order to choose 
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Figure 2.4 A typical histogram of a digital image 
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and distinguish the pixels of interest from their surrounding. In the processed still neutron 
images, the lower pixel intensity indicates the higher attenuation of neutrons at that 
location. For instance, in an 8-bit gray scale neutron image the pixel intensity of the area 
in the EPS foam pattern always has a lower value than that of the area in the molten metal 
flow. 
 
Neutron radiography results and discussion 
Real-time digital videos using the MNRC neutron radiography facility were 
recorded during the entire process of metal entry, foam decomposition, and casting 
solidification in the LFC process for all samples. Image of interest as a function of time 
were extracted from the digital videos of the LFC process. Then the extracted individual 
images were further processed, and analyses are performed to those extracted images by 
using the Image-Pro Plus V4.5 (Luo and Penumadu 2006). 
Typical digital images extracted at different time from the neutron videos before 
the molten metal entered the EPS foam patterns are given in Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6. 
Figure 2.5 gives a 24-bit color image showing the EPS foam pattern area before the metal 
flow was introduced. Figure 2.6 shows the same image after the original digital image 
was converted, and rendered with pseudo-color. As mentioned before, lower intensity 
pixels in the images are represented by colder colors such as blue, while higher intensity 
pixels are represented by warmer colors such as red. Figure 2.7 to Figure 2.9 give the 
histograms of the polymer foam area in the digital images from three typical LFC 
processes. These still neutron images are extracted at the time 0 and 3 before
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Figure 2.5 An original neutron image prior to LFC process 
 
 
 
Figure 2.6 A converted pseudo-color image prior to LFC process 
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Figure 2.7 Histograms of the EPS foam area (Side-gated, thickness 4 mm) 
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Figure 2.8 Histograms of the EPS foam area (Side-gated, thickness 12 mm) 
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Figure 2.9 Histograms of the EPS foam area (Side-gated, thickness 24 mm) 
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the molten metal flows enter the EPS pattern area. The statistics of the pixel intensity are 
also given in the figures. Side-gating (location of metal entry) EPS foam patterns were 
used in those three LFC processes, and the thickness of the patterns varies from 4 to 24 
mm, respectively.  
It can be seen that the pixel intensity values are consistent with each other for a 
given polymer pattern before the high temperature molten metal flow enters the mold.  
The pixel intensity in the histograms is summarized in Figure 2.10, which shows that the 
pixel intensity values tend to decrease nonlinearly with increase in thickness of the EPS 
foam pattern. For the pattern thickness of 4 mm and 12 mm, the intensity values are 
around 93 and the difference between them is quite slight. For the thickness of 24 mm, 
lower intensity values are around 85. 
Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12 show the pseudo-color neutron images as well as the 
related photos of the casting samples that show mis-run during the LFC processes. It is of 
great interest that the defects of the casting samples can be detected by neutron 
radiography combined with the image processing and analysis. This can also be used as a 
powerful tool that is capable to capture what happens at the molten metal and pyrolysis 
fronts. Pertinent information from such analysis can be crucial to analyze the mechanisms 
leading to the occurrence of defects in metal castings and appropriate modifications 
required to make good castings to reduce scrap-rate and lead to significant economy and 
energy savings. 
Figure 2.13 to Figure 2.16 give the pseudo-color neutron images extracted from 
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Figure 2.10 Pixel intensity of the foam pattern area (side-gated) 
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(a) 
  
(b) 
Figure 2.11 Bottom-gating casting with pattern thickness 4 mm (at 19 sec) 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 2.12 Side-gating casting with pattern thickness 4 mm (at 22 sec) 
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Figure 2.13 Neutron image of the side-gating with pattern thickness 24 mm (at 15 sec) 
 
 
 
Figure 2.14 The Side-gating casting with pattern thickness 24 mm (at 15 sec) 
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Figure 2.15 Neutron image of the side-gating with pattern thickness 12 mm (at 15 sec) 
 
 
 
Figure 2.16 The Side-gating casting with pattern thickness 12 mm (at 15 sec) 
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the real-time neutron videos. Those images show the visualization at 15 seconds after the 
molten metal flow enters the EPS foam patterns with the thickness of 24, and 12 mm, 
respectively.  
For the side-gating system, the casting process of 24 and 12 mm thick samples 
shows very similar filling characteristics in the neutron images. As the molten metal 
flows are entering the foam patterns and filling the mould, some irregular vapor-like 
flows can be clearly visualized and observed by neutron radiography along the horizontal 
edge of the high temperature metal front.  
The pixel intensities of those irregular vapor-like flows in the images are almost 
the same as those of the pyrolysis fronts, the very thin interfacial zones between 
advancing molten metal flow and the receding polymer foam. This indicates those 
irregular flows have the same characteristics as the pyrolysis fronts. Thus, the irregular 
vapor-like flows are part of the pyrolysis fronts, also referred as volatilized pyrolysis 
products. These high diffusion pathways are believed to be styrene monomer that 
polystyrene dissolves as they try to advance in variation directions from the degradation 
front close to liquid metal from. These neutron radiography images are valuable to 
quantify the zone of dynamic pyrolysis front that is essential for modeling the complete 
process realistically in a computational fluid dynamics type approach or to establish 
phenomenological models. 
Figure 2.17 and Figure 2.18 show other pseudo-color neutron images at 7 seconds 
after the molten metal flow enters the EPS foam pattern. The thickness of the foam 
pattern used in the LFC process is only 4 mm. This image shows much difference 
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Figure 2.17 Neutron image of the side-gating with pattern thickness 4 mm (at 7 sec) 
 
 
 
Figure 2.18 The Side-gating casting with pattern thickness 4 mm (at 7 sec) 
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from those with 24 and 12 mm foam patterns. Although both the advancing molten metal 
flow and the receding polymer foam can be clearly seen in the image, the irregular 
volatilized flows were not be observed during the LFC process. This demonstrates the 
complexity of degradation process and the unique advantage of neutron radiography to 
obtain fundamental science associated with EPS foam degradation with molten metal 
contact that is essential for improved understanding of this casting technique. 
Based on the results from the image analyses, the irregular volatilized EPS 
pyrolysis fronts which are predominantly made of gaseous styrene monomer are more 
significant and control casting quality for shapes that include larger thickness EPS foam 
patterns. With increasing thickness, irregular volatilized polymer front was more 
pronounced as detected from neutron radiography. Those irregular degraded polymer 
pyrolysis products may not escape quickly and dissolve portions of un-decomposed foam 
as they travel leading to potential of trapped EPS products within setting metal. As the 
entrapped foam pyrolysis products are a major cause of the gas cavity defects (Sun, 
Littleton et al. 2003), the behavior of those irregular volatilized flows are of primary 
importance to determine the quality of casting products. This essential complexity of the 
volatilized flows, which could not be clearly revealed before by using the traditional X-
Ray radiography, was visualized by neutron radiography combined with image 
processing.  
Furthermore, by selecting different ranges of pixel intensity in a histogram, it is 
possible to identify the pyrolysis fronts and to distinguish them from the metal flows and 
the undecomposed polymer foam, as shown in Figure 2.19 and Figure 2.20. Figure 2.19 
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Figure 2.19 The pyrolysis fronts of side-gating with thickness 24 mm (at 3, 6, and 15 sec) 
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Figure 2.20 The pyrolysis fronts of side-gating with thickness 4 mm (at 3, 6, and 15 sec) 
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gives a processed image for the side-gating casting of the thickness 24 mm at 3, 6 and 15 
seconds after the molten metal enters the polymer pattern. The pyrolysis front has its own 
corresponding intensity range, located between the lower intensity range representing the 
un-decomposed polymer foam and the higher intensity range representing the molten 
metal flow. In particular, the range of pixel intensity representing the pyrolysis front is 
between 105 and 130, while the range representing the undecomposed polymer pattern is 
between 80 and 105, and the range representing the molten metal flow is between 132 
and 178. Figure 2.20 shows another example of processed image for the side-gating 
casting of the thickness 4 mm at 3, 6 and 15 seconds after the molten metal enters the 
polymer pattern. Those images show differences in the characteristics of the pyrolysis 
front and filling of molten metal due to the effect of thickness of the polymer pattern. 
This kind of visualization can be further used as a valuable tool for calibration of 
numerical models that can be used for predicting effectiveness of given gating type, 
coating properties, foam density and fusion levels for improved understanding of the lost 
foam casting process. 
 
Summary 
Time lapsed neutron radiography with digital image processing is presented using 
a reactor source and high resolution neutron detector at MNRC to study a metal casting 
technique. Neutron radiography was found to be a powerful tool to visualize the pyrolysis 
behavior of the expanded polystyrene foam interacting with liquid Aluminum metal 
during LFC process. Useful information, which is hardly obtained by other traditional 
techniques such as X-ray radiography, has been derived from neutron radiography due to 
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the unique neutron cross-section of the materials involved in the study. Based on the 
results from neutron radiography combined with the image processing and analysis of the 
neutron images, the pyrolysis front could be clearly identified and isolated from the 
molten metal as well as the undecomposed polymer foam. For the side-gating with a 
thickness of 24 mm, the range of pixel intensity representing the pyrolysis front is 
between 105 and 130, while the range representing the undecomposed polymer pattern is 
between 80 and 105, and the range representing the molten metal flow is between 132 
and 178. Significant differences in the filling characteristics were observed and discussed 
during the LFC processes, in which the polymer patterns with different thicknesses and 
gating systems were used. The irregular volatilized pyrolysis products composed of 
gaseous styrene monomers were observed more pronouncedly for the thicker EPS foam 
patterns during the lost foam casting process. 
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Chapter 3 Stress-Strain Behavior of Granular Materials under 
Confined Compression Using In-situ Neutron Diffraction 
 54
 
This chapter is revised based on a paper published by Xin Luo and Dayakar 
Penumadu: 
X. Luo, D. Penumadu, K. An, F. Tang, C.R. Hubbard, Stress Strain Behavior of 
Particulate Materials Using Neutron Diffraction and Discrete Element Modeling, 
Materials Science and Technology (MS&T) 2006: Fundamentals and Characterization, 
Volume 1, 2006, pp.243-249 
My primary contributions to this paper include (i) development of the problem 
into a work, (ii) identification of the study areas and objectives, (iii) design and 
conducting of the experiments, (iv) gathering and reviewing literature, (v) processing, 
analyzing and interpretation of experimental data, (vi) pulling various contributions into a 
single paper, (vii) most of the writing. 
 
Abstract 
Stress-strain relationship of particulate materials is complex, and depends on the 
initial state of packing, past stress history, and the applied stress path (compression, 
shear, or extension). The present study aims to develop an experimental approach to 
provide a fundamental understanding of the macroscopic stress-strain relationship to its 
microstructure (particle contacts and void size distribution) and the meaning of terms 
“stress” and “strain” in particulate materials subjected to various types of loading 
conditions. An assemblage of the particulate silica with controlled initial state was 
subjected to compression, and the deforming specimens were studied by in-situ neutron 
diffraction at the High Flux Isotope Reactor using the recently developed load frame 
associated with Neutron Residual Stress Facility (NRSF2). A monochromator of Si400 
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(λ=1.89 Å) and the lattice plane SiO2 (-321) with reflection at 2θ of 75.60º were used in 
this paper. Significant difference between the global or macroscopic strain and lattice 
strain-stress relationship was observed for confined conditions. The approach presented 
in this paper for studying particulate materials will be useful in wide ranging applications 
such as sintered ceramics and powder metallurgy. 
 
Mechanical behavior of granular materials 
Deformation response of a granular assembly to an external force is an essential 
feature of interest for studying particulate material systems. There is a need to establish 
the relationship between commonly observed overall or global stress strain response of 
granular materials with variations existing in local force and displacement at particle 
scale. For continuous materials, the stress strain relation can be well described 
macroscopically using continuum mechanics. However, for a granular assembly, it is well 
known that its macroscopic stress-strain relation is quite complex, and depends both on 
the initial state (such as local and global porosity and particle coordination numbers) of 
the assembly, past stress history, and its loading path.  
A granular assembly has been found to show anisotropy, inhomogeneity, and non-
linearity in the distribution of both the contact network and the contact forces among 
particles. Majmudar and Behringer (2005) studied the stress-induced anisotropy of 
contact forces in granular materials. Specially, they visualized internal stress in each 
grain and measured both normal and tangential grain-scale forces inside each disk by 
solving the inverse photoelastic problem for an assembly of photoelastic disks subject to 
pure shear and isotropic compression. They found that there are differences in terms of 
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contact network and contact forces between the two stress states; shear systems have 
long-range correlations in the direction of force chains while compressed systems show 
short-range correlations; anisotropy occurs in the spatial correlation of forces, forming 
the force chains. Otto et al. (2003) discussed a general approach to understand stress 
response in 2-D anisotropic granular layers. Based on both classical anisotropic elasticity 
theory and linear theory of anisotropic directed-force chain networks, they found that 
two-peak response functions can occur for classical anisotropic elastic materials. Kruyt 
(2003) investigated the probability density functions (PDF)  of contact forces in 
anisotropic, cohesionless and frictional particles both numerically and theoretically. In his 
numerical study, he adopted discrete element simulations of biaxial deformation of a 2-D 
assembly of granular disks, and found that the PDF exhibits exponential decay; in his 
theoretical study, he used a maximum entropy method, and found that theoretical results 
correspond qualitatively to those obtained from the numerical study. 
The “strain” experienced by a particulate assembly is a result of deformations 
both within each particle and relative motions between them. There are two fundamental 
deformation mechanisms in particulate materials; one is relative motion including rolling 
and sliding occurring between particles and the other is distortion and crushing of 
individual particles. A number of theoretical models have been developed to interpret the 
macroscopic stress strain behavior in terms of the interaction between particles. 
Deresciewicz (1958) and Scott (1963) described simplified models to analyze and predict 
the strain due to elastic distortion based on two elastic spheres in contact. Miller (1963) 
considered sliding within deformable spheres. Nevertheless, the motions within an 
assembly of particulate materials are too complex to be analyzed by any single and 
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simple model. For example, different mechanisms may be either acting in same parts of 
an assembly at different times or affecting different parts of the assembly at same time 
during the loading or applied deformation process. A number of attempts have been made 
to study the constitutive relations for granular materials (Lambe and Whitman 1969). 
Global stress and strain relation of granular materials has been discussed based on the 
applied load and displacement response at the macroscopic level. On the other hand, a 
theory of stress distribution based on the physics of force chains has recently been 
developed for granular materials (Behringer, Howell et al. 1999; Socolar, Schaeffer et al. 
2002). 
Understanding the relationship between stress and strain, particularly, the elastic 
response occurring in particles when the granular assembly is subjected to both elastic 
and inelastic loading process, represents an important aspect in granular mechanics. 
However, there is little experimental work to directly establish quantitative relationship 
between the macroscopic stress strain response and the strains at particle scale for 
particulate materials due to a lack of appropriate experimental approaches. 
This study aims to demonstrate that the neutron scattering technique offers a 
unique opportunity to study such complex problems to provide a fundamental 
understanding of mechanical response of granular material for addressing relevant 
scientific issues in particle mechanics. Experimental data will also be very useful for 
developing suitable particle scale constitutive models for calibration and development of 
discrete element methods for modeling discontinuous medium. 
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Measurement of strains by diffraction method 
In general, all diffraction based stress analysis utilizes the interplanar d-spacing, 
i.e., the distance between certain atomic planes, as an internal strain gage. For a given 
reflection hkl the lattice d-spacing can be determined by Bragg’s Law as shown in 
Equation (3.1).  
)sin(2 hklhkld θλ =      (3.1) 
where,  
θhkl – The Bragg’s peak of the reflection (hkl) 
dhkl – d-spacing of the reflection (hkl) 
λ – Wavelength of the radiation 
Unlike X-rays interacting with the electron shells of the atoms, neutrons interact 
with atomic nuclei and have the power of penetration that is two or three orders of 
magnitude larger for most materials than that of X-rays. Especially, in stress analysis, the 
X-ray technique is often limited to the region quite near the sample surface while the 
large penetration power makes neutrons a unique tool for probing strains and stresses in 
the interior of bulk materials in a non-destructive way. In this case, it is impossible to 
investigate the strain occurring in the granular assembly material by using the X-ray due 
to the significant attenuation, and neutron source appears to be viable option. 
The lattice strain in terms of d-spacing change can be defined as shown in 
Equation (3.2). 
  
0
0
d
ddhkl −=ε        (3.2) 
where,  
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ε – the lattice strain  
dhkl  – the interplanar d-spacing of the reflection (hkl) at a given external loading 
d0 – the reference d-spacing of the reflection (hkl) under stress free conditions 
In practice, the lattice strain is actually an average based on the lattice strains 
measured within the sub-set of grains inside the scattering volume specified by both the 
incident and diffracted beams. 
 
Materials and sample preparation 
The particulate material used in this study is Ottawa and Q-Rok silica sand. Their 
material properties are listed in Table 3.1, and particle size distribution data are shown in 
Figure 3.1. 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3.1 Physical properties of Ottawa and Q-Rok silica sand 
 
Type Grain 
shape 
Mineral Specific 
Gravity 
SiO2 
% 
Hardness Ph Mean grain 
size D50 
(mm) 
Ottawa Round Quartz 2.65 99.8 7 7 0.86 
Q-Rok Angular Quartz 2.65 99.0 7 6.5 0.81 
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Figure 3.1 Particle size distribution chart for Ottawa and Q-Rok silica sand 
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Mechanical behavior of the silica sand under the condition of confined axial 
compression was investigated by using Geotest S5770 and the pertinent data acquisition 
system, as given in Figure 3.2. An assemblage of the particulate silica with controlled 
initial state was subjected to compression. The particulate assembly had a diameter of 19 
mm and a height of 19 mm confined by a cylindrical steel chamber and piston. 
The relative density (Dr) is defined as the ratio of the difference between the void 
ratio of a cohesionless soil in the loosest state and any given void ratio, to the difference 
between the void ratios in the loosest and in the densest states (ASTMD653-97 2000), as 
given in Equation (3.3). 
%100
minmax
min ×−
−=
ee
eeDr       (3.3) 
Where,  
e – Void ratio of the sand, 1
1000 −==
S
ST
S
V
W
GV
V
V
e  
emax, emin – Maximum and minimum void ratio the sand can naturally obtain 
before compression test, respectively 
VV, VS, VT, – Volume of void, solid, and the total in the assembly, respectively 
(m3) 
WS – Weight of the solid in the assembly (kg) 
 GS – Specific gravity of the silica sand 
The relative density Dr is used to characterize how dense the packing of granular 
materials is, and Dr of a natural soil deposit very strongly affects its engineering behavior. 
Thus, it is important to conduct laboratory tests on samples of the sand at the same 
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Figure 3.2  Experimental set-up of Geotest S5770 and the data acquisition system 
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relative density as in the field (Holtz and Kovacs 1981). The deformation of the two silica 
sands under stress at typical initial relative densities chosen in this study are given in 
Table 3.2, Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4. 
 
Engineering stress mapping facility using neutrons 
An assemblage of the particulate silica with controlled initial state was subjected 
to compression. The particulate assembly had a diameter of 19 mm and a height of 19 
mm confined by cylindrical steel chamber and piston, as shown in Figure 3.5 (Luo, 
Penumadu et al. 2005). The sample was subject to deformation using compressive load 
on the piston operated at a constant rate of movement. The assembly was oriented so that 
the strains could be measured along axial as well as transverse directions by in-situ 
neutron diffraction at the High Flux Isotope Reactor using the recently developed load 
frame associated with NRSF2, as shown in Figure 3.5 (Luo, Penumadu et al. 2005). 
For continuous loading measurement, interplanar d-spacing was measured in the 
loading direction with an incident slit 5×10 mm2 and receiving slit 5 mm as shown in 
Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7. Axial compressive loading was applied in displacement 
control mode using a deformation rate of 0.0005 mm/sec; the counting time for neutron 
intensity was 60 sec per strain measurement.  
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Table 3.2 Initial void ratios and relative density of the sand for the confined compression 
 
 
Samples Max void ratio 
emax 
Min void ratio 
emin 
Relative density chosen  
Dr (%) 
Ottawa 0.71 0.57 0, 100 
Q-Rok 1.11 0.83 0, 100 
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Figure 3.3 Stress and void ratio behavior of Ottawa sand 
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Figure 3.4 Stress and void ratio behavior of Q-Rok sand 
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Figure 3.5 NRSF2 and in-situ load frame at HFIR, ORNL 
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Figure 3.6 Schematic of the continuous loading measurement in axial direction 
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Figure 3.7 Schematic of the continuous loading measurement in transverse 
direction 
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For local strain mapping measurement, the gage volume with incident slit 2×5 
mm2 and receiving slit 2 mm were used as given in Figure 3.8. Axial displacement rate 
was 0.005 mm/sec; counting time was 40-70 min per strain measurement. Neutrons of 
wavelength 1.89 Å reflected from a Si400 monochromater were used to measure the 
positions of (-321) peak with a Bragg angle (2θ) of 75.60º for SiO2, as shown in Figure 
3.9 
 
Experimental results and discussion 
In-situ measurements of the strain response to the external loading were made on 
the automated load-frame system as given. During the loading process, the granular 
assembly in the steel chamber was exposed to the incident neutron beam as well. 
Scattered neutrons were collected by NRSF2 detector bank, and the neutron data in the 
form of counts versus angle were analyzed with a fitting algorithm using Gaussian 
method, which gave the peak position, intensity and line width, by the software NRSF2 
Real Time Data Processing and Strain Mapping provided by Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory (An and Hubbard 2006). A typical fitting of Bragg’s peak from neutron 
diffraction data for one strain measurement is shown in Figure 3.10.  
Before any external loading is applied, the pertinent neutron data was collected 
and fitted as aforementioned for obtaining reference d-spacing d0. Compression loading 
was applied to the particulate assembly via the piston, and the data was collected to
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Figure 3.8 Schematic of the local strain mapping measurement in axial direction 
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Figure 3.9 The selected hkl reflection (-321) for the SiO2 
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Figure 3.10 Typical results of fitting of Bragg’s peak from neutron diffraction 
data 
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obtain global stress dependent d-spacing for the particles within the gage volume for the 
target hkl reflection. The d-spacing and corresponding lattice strains will also be 
calculated using Equations (3.1) and (3.2). 
Figure 3.11 shows results for a complete loading and unloading history for a 
given initial porosity for the round shaped Ottawa sand particles (Luo, Penumadu et al. 
2007). The horizontal axis represents applied global stress based on the externally applied 
compressive load and cross-sectional area of the specimen. The vertical axis on the left 
represents global strain based on the overall displacement of piston, and the lattice strain 
based on the neutron diffraction data is shown on the right. 
The calculated global strain includes the combined effect of the elastic strain of 
individual particles, slippage between particles, crushing and compaction of particles in 
the assembly, while the lattice strain indicates only elastic strain within the particles. 
From Figure 3.11, considerable difference between measured global and lattice stress 
strain relation was observed. The lattice strain is at least one order of magnitude smaller 
compared to the global strain when subject to the same externally applied load. When the 
applied stress exceeded 40 MPa, significant particle breakage occurred resulting in a 
large increase in the rate of global strain variation. However, it is interesting to note that 
elastic strain did not change much when applied load exceeded the crushing stress and 
could be explained by the fact that due to particle breakage, circular silica particles had 
majority of through-particle cleavage type breaks, and did not significantly alter the 
atomic planar spacing in the process. Considering the error bounds for variation in the 
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Figure 3.11 Global and lattice strains vs global stress in axial direction for Ottawa sand 
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interplanar d-spacing at a target stress, it is remarkable to note the parallel variation of 
both lattice level and global stress-strain curves during unloading. This confirms the 
common assumption that is often made to develop elastic parameters of particulate 
assembly using the unloading data typically under isotropic stress state.  
For the global stress vs global strain curve, there are generally two stages 
observed during the loading process, as described by Lambe and Whitman (1969). From 
Figure 3.11, the first stage, which is also called “locking” stage, occurs when the applied 
global stress is less than around 20 MPa, and the stress-strain curve is concave to the 
stress axis, indicating that the stiffness of the particulate system is increasing gradually. 
This is due to the fact that the loose particles within the assemblage are squeezed and 
rearranged so that the system becomes more tightly packed. In this “locking” stage, some 
crunchy sound can also be heard when the global stress increases, which implies the 
crashing of the particles. The second stage, which is also called “yielding” stage, begins 
at the global stress of 10 to 20 MPa, and the stress-strain curve becomes concave to the 
strain axis, indicating that the global stiffness of the particulate system decreases 
gradually. In this stage, more and more particles start to get crashed with the increase in 
stress, which leads to large relative motions including sliding, compacting in particles. 
This stage is also called “yielding” stage. When the global stress reaches around 45 MPa, 
the stress-strain curve has a turning point, which means that there is a significant 
reduction in the stiffness of the particulate system. This is due to the further degradation 
of the particles and packing of the newly generated and remaining particles. 
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It is interesting to note that the curve of the global stress vs lattice strain behaves 
in a different way. There are also two stages in the stress-strain curve. In the first stage 
the relation between global stress and lattice strain is approximately linear, and the actual 
stress measured by neutron diffraction is much higher than the global stress. Young’s 
modulus of 105 GPa for the particulate material (Dutta 2006) was used to estimate the 
actual stress within the particles. For example, when global stress reaches around 15 
MPa, the global strain is around 1.6% while the lattice strain reaches around 0.15%, 
which corresponds to the stress about 157 MPa in the quartz particles. In the second 
stage, the relation between global stress and lattice strain is still approximately linear, but 
the “stiffness” in terms of global stress vs lattice strain becomes much larger. The global 
load where the second stage starts is around 15 MPa, which is close to the load where the 
second stage in the curve of global stress vs global strain starts. Therefore, the neutron 
scattering data confirmed the existance of the general two stages in the global stress vs 
global strain curve.  When global stress reaches 70 MPa, the lattice strain reaches around 
0.26%, which corresponds to the true stress about 265 MPa in the quartz particles. 
Therefore, there is a significant difference between the applied global stress and the true 
stress measured within the particles. Another interesting thing can be seen is that the 
stress relief due to the large motion and crashing of particles can be revealed and justified 
by the considerable decrease of the lattice strain. 
From Figure 3.12 it can be seen that the maximum lattice strain is around 0.08%, 
much smaller than the corresponding global strain which is over 30%. The curve of 
global stress vs global strain for Q-Rok sand looks different from that for Ottawa sand 
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Figure 3.12 Global and lattice strains vs global stress in axial direction for Q-Rok sand 
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due to the morphology and nature of the particles. With increase in global stress, the 
system becomes stiffer and stiffer due to the locking, crashing and motions of the 
particles. The crunching sound can be heard as early as when global stress reaches around 
3 MPa.  When the global stress goes beyond 40 MPa, the global stress vs global strain is 
approximately linear.   
As to the global stress vs lattice strain, there are several fluctuations observed in 
the curve of the global stress vs lattice strain before the global stress reaches around 40 
MPa. In particular, during the loading the actual stress relief is observed at the global 
stress of about 12MPa, 20 MPa, and 30 MPa, which is justified by the decrease of the 
lattice strains. This also implies extensive fracturing, and large motions among the 
particles with increase of applied global stress. The maximum global stress applied to the 
particulate system is about 70 MPa, while the maximum lattice strain is around 0.08%, 
which corresponds to the estimated actual stress of 84 MPa. Therefore, the applied global 
stress is close to the actual stress within the particles. During the unloading, the global 
stress changes linearly with respect to global strain, and the lattice strain also decreases 
approximately linearly with respect to global stress. 
The curves of the global stress vs lattice strain in transverse direction are different 
from that in axial direction, as shown in Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14. The fluctuation 
pattern can be seen from the curve of global stress vs global strain. For example, while 
the global stress keeps increasing, the lattice strain decreases at around 10, 25 and 42 
MPa, respectively, indicating the relief of the true stress within particles. Starting 
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Figure 3.13 Global and lattice strains vs global stress in transverse direction for Ottawa 
sand 
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Figure 3.14 Global and lattice strains vs global stress in transverse direction for Q-Rok 
sand 
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from around 42 MPa of global stress, there is an approximate linear decrease of lattice 
strain with respect to the increase in global stress, indicating decrease of actual stress in 
particles. This could result from the crashing and the large motion of particles. A similar 
pattern of the global stress vs lattice strain in transverse direction for Q-Rok sand is 
observed to that for Ottawa sand. There is also fluctuation in the curve. Particularly, the 
relief of the actual stress in terms of the decrease in lattice strain occurred at around 5, 15, 
and 22 MPa respectively. There is a considerable decrease in lattice strain between 22 
and 30 MPa, implying a major fracturing and compaction.  
There is no evident trend of lattice strains observed in Ottawa particles for 
different applied global stress, as shown in Figure 3.15. The measured lattice strains are 
scattered, which implies a strong inhomogeneous distribution of the actual stress in 
particles. For example, when the applied global stress is 32 MPa, the lattice strain at the 
location of M1 (the location in the middle and close to piston) is about –0.13%, which 
corresponds to about 136 MPa in tension, while the lattice strain at the location of R3 (the 
location close to receiving slit and bottom of the steel chamber) is about 0.08%, which 
corresponds to around 84 MPa in compression. It is interesting to note that the local 
lattice strain could be significant at some locations even though the applied global stress 
is quite small. For example, when the global stress is 18 MPa, the lattice strain at R3 (a 
location close to receiving slits and bottom of the chamber) is about 0.07%, i.e., actual 
stress around 74 MPa equivalently. In Figure 3.16, three external loads (13, 30 and 65 
MPa) were applied to the Q-Rok particulate system in the loading path, and the related  
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Figure 3.15 Variation of local lattice strains of Ottawa sand in longitudinal direction 
under different loads 
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Figure 3.16 Variation of local lattice strains of Q-Rok sand in longitudinal direction 
under different loads 
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lattice strain at the middle height are around 0.01%, 0.03% and 0.05%, which 
corresponds to actual stress of 11, 32 and 53 MPa, respectively. These results are close to 
those from the in-situ measurement for the continuous loading for Q-Rok sand as shown 
in Figure 3.12, which on the other hand justifies the repeatability of the measurement of 
neutron scattering. It’s interesting to note that the actual stresses within Q-Rok particulate 
system based on the lattice strain measured by neutron scattering are close to the applied 
global stress. This is different from the results of the Ottawa particulate system. 
 
Summary 
In this study, an innovative methodology was developed using the in-situ neutron 
diffraction technique to study particulate materials under laterally confined compression. 
Local lattice strains in terms of changes in interplanar d-spacing corresponding to the 
applied external loading were quantified using a customized compression chamber 
system and in-situ loading system at the 2nd Generation of Neutron Residual Stress 
Mapping Facility, the High Flux Isotope Reactor, Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The 
measured global strain includes the combined effect of the elastic strain of individual 
particles, slippage between particles, crushing and compaction of particles, while the 
lattice strain only reflects elastic strain within the particles. Significant differences were 
observed between the global and lattice strain-stress relationships. The measured lattice 
strain was at least one order of magnitude smaller compared to the global strain when 
subject to the same externally applied load. For the round Ottawa particles, when the 
applied load exceeded certain stress, significant particle breakage occurred resulting in a 
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large increase in the rate of global strain variation as a function applied compressive 
stress. The elastic strains did not change much when the applied load exceeded the 
crushing stress and the stress relief occurred due to breakage of particles. For the angular 
Q-Rok particles, multiple fluctuations in the curve of global stress vs lattice strain were 
observed, indicating multiple fracturing and stress relief within particles. The elastic 
stress within the Q-Rok particles are more close to the applied global stress compared to 
those within Ottawa particles during the loading process. Based on the lattice strain 
mapping data, there is no evident trend of lattice strains at different applied global stress 
levels, and the measured lattice strains are scattered, which implies a strong 
inhomogeneous distribution of the actual stress in particles. The research results 
presented in this paper will be useful for developing suitable elasto-plastic constitutive 
models of frictional granular materials, and can also be applied to powder metallurgy and 
sintered ceramics. 
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Chapter 4 Mapping of Residual Strains in Steel Tubes after Subjected 
to Either Torsion or Tension Using Reactor Neutron Source 
 90
This chapter is a revised version of a publication by Xin Luo and Dayakar 
Penumadu et al:  
X. Luo, D. Penumadu, K. An, C.R. Hubbard, F. Tang, H. Choo, P.K. Liaw, 
Residual strains of steel tubular specimens after subjecting to torsion and tension, TMS 
2007: Linking Science and Technology for Global Solutions, 2007 
My primary contributions to this paper include (i) development of the problem 
into a work, (ii) identification of the study areas and objectives, (iii) design and 
conducting of the experiments, (iv) gathering and reviewing literature, (v) processing, 
analyzing and interpretation of experimental data, (vi) pulling various contributions into a 
single paper, (vii) most of the writing. 
 
Abstract 
Residual stress is an important phenomenon that occurs commonly in materials 
due to thermal or elastic misfit at macro or micro level. Residual strain evolution under 1-
D loading, typically uniaxial tension, by using neutron diffraction-based methods has 
been well studied. However, little research using neutron diffraction has been reported for 
pure torsion type loading or under 3-D multiaxial loading conditions. Torsion provides a 
unique opportunity to probe mechanical behaviors of materials under pure shear stress, 
and in combination with axial load, provides a mechanism to rotate principal stresses in a 
controlled fashion. Thus, complete 3-D mechanical behavior can be investigated by 
controlling the major principal stress rotation to characterize anisotropic materials. In this 
study, identical tubular steel specimens were first subjected to either pure torsion or 
uniaxial tension that corresponds to a target equivalent strain invariant. These specimens 
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then were examined using the Second Generation Neutron Residual Stress Mapping 
Facility (NRSF2) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). Residual strains based on 
the changes in the lattice spacing were measured in radial, circumferential and axial 
directions with a gage volume of 1×2×1 mm3. Two wavelengths of 2.67 and 1.73 Å were 
used in this study. Results are analyzed for (110) and (211) reflections, reported to be 
weakly affected by intergranular strain for tension stress path. Results indicate 
considerable differences in the measured residual strain variation between the tubular 
specimens subjected to torsion versus tension. This study is the first of its kind for 
evaluating residual strains under generalized loading conditions, which also helped to 
demonstrate the need for having an in-situ multi-axial loading system (axial and 
torsional) for the anticipated residual stress testing facility (Vulcan) at the Spallation 
Neutron Source (SNS) in Oak Ridge, TN. 
 
Fundamentals of residual stress and strain 
Residual stress is one of the more common phenomenon occurring in materials. It 
arises during material process such as machining, grinding, rolling, heat treatment, and 
welding. Residual stress can be defined as self-equilibrating internal stress existing in a 
free body without constraints or external force added on the boundary (Mura 1987). 
Residual stress is also described as an elastic response of the material to an 
inhomogeneous distribution of inelastic strains such as plastic strains, precipitation, phase 
transformation, misfit, or thermal expansion strain (Noyan and Cohen 1987). Residual 
stress originates from shape misfit between the unstressed shapes of different parts, 
regions, or phases of the components (Hutchings, Withers et al. 2005). 
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Typically, from the perspective of the scale of misfit region, residual stresses are 
divided into three categories: Type I (σI), Type II (σII) and Type III (σIII) stresses, as 
shown in Figure 4.1. Type I stress is also called macrostress that acts in a region 
comparable to the macroscopic dimension. Usually, this type of stress extends through 
the material on a scale of millimeters. Type I stress is often assumed to be continuous 
from grain to grain and even from phase to phase, and results in a detectable shift of the 
Bragg peaks. Type II stress acts in the region comparable to grain size of polycrystalline 
solids, usually a few tens of microns, and are discontinuous from grain to grain. Type III 
is referred to the stress that acts in the region within specific grains due to situations such 
as crystal defects of dislocations or vacancies. Both Type II and III have been referred to 
as microstresses, in which the latter accounts for the broadening of Bragg’s peaks.  
Residual stress has a significant impact on the mechanical behavior and durability 
of materials. Residual stress is not immediately apparent in many cases as it is difficult to 
be measured, predicted and it can lead to premature failure of materials if not considered 
in the design (Hutchings, Withers et al. 2005). For example, the presence of residual 
stress can reduce the elastic limit and increase the loss in stress-relaxation in cold drawn 
wires used in prestressed concrete structures. It is a critical issue to correctly measure and 
predict the residual stress in order to obtain the correct stress profile and prevent 
catastrophic failure (Atienza, Ruiz-Hervias et al. 2005). In many case residual stress may 
also increase the stress corrosion cracking and fatigue, leading to a significant reduction 
of service life (Okamoto and Nakamura 1990; Berkovits, Kelly et al. 1998; Komai 1998; 
Tait and Press 2001; Lee, Hwang et al. 2004), although in some cases residual stress does 
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Figure 4.1 Three types of residual stresses (Holden and Bowen 1991) 
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bring benefits to mechanical properties of materials, such as delaying initiation of fatigue 
cracking in service  (Grum 2003). However, while nearly all neutron diffraction based in-
situ loading studies are for uniaxial loads, it is very rare to encounter an engineered 
component that is only subjected to a simple stress state such as uniaxial tension or 
compression. Instead, a multi-axial stress state is involved in most practical loading 
conditions. It is necessary to fully understand the mechanical properties of materials 
under such a realistic stress state in order to accurately analyze and more efficiently 
design components. 
 
Generalized loading conditions by tension and torsion 
Multi-axial situation can be achieved in the laboratory by applying internal 
pressure and uniaxial load on tubular samples, allowing independent control of the mean 
stress responsible for volume change and octahedral shear stress for shear distortions 
(Crawford and Lesser 2000). An alternative approach to achieve the multi-axial stress 
states is to use a combination of axial and torsional loading. This approach also comes 
with an extra advantage that allows the rotation of the major principal stress components 
with respect to the axial direction by applying normal and shear stress components 
simultaneously for a sample under isotropic confining stress. Vertical load and torque are 
applied simultaneously and the specimen is subject to a three-dimensional (3-D) stress 
state, as shown in Figure 4.2 (Saada 1988; Lin and Penumadu 2006), in which σ is the 
hydrostatic pressure, ∆σ is the change of the normal stress due to the axial load, and ∆τ is 
the change of the shear stress due to the torque.  
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Figure 4.2 Control of directions of principle stresses through torsion-axial loading system 
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Because of the presence of the shear stress, the major and minor principal stresses 
rotate. The angle between the direction of the major principal stress and the axial 
direction is defined as β, and it can be obtained using the following Equation (4.1) (Lin 
and Penumadu 2006). 
σ
τβ ∆
∆= 2)2tan(      (4.1) 
Typically, the situation when 0=β  and 0=∆τ  represents triaxial compression test; the 
situation when
2
πβ =  and 0=∆τ represents triaxial extension test; and the situation 
when
4
πβ =  and 0=∆σ  represents pure torsion test. β  other than 0, 
4
π , 
2
π  represents 
the situation where the specimens are subjected to a combination of axial and torsion 
loading simultaneously. Thus, complete three-dimensional mechanical behavior can be 
investigated by controlling the major principal stress rotation to characterize anisotropic 
materials. 
 
Strain or stress measurement with diffraction method 
Diffraction based stress analysis utilizes the interplanar d-spacing, i.e., the 
distance between certain atomic planes, as an internal strain gage. For any reflection 
(hkl), the lattice d-spacing can be determined by Bragg’s Law as shown in Equation 
(4.2).  
)sin(2 hklhkld θλ =       (4.2) 
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where, λ is the wavelength of the radiation; θhkl is the angle of Bragg’s peak of the 
reflection (hkl), and dhkl is the interplanar d-spacing of the reflection (hkl). 
Unlike X-rays interacting with the electron shells of the atoms, neutrons interact 
with atomic nuclei and have the power of penetration that is two or three orders of 
magnitude larger for most metallic materials than that of X-rays. Especially, in stress 
analysis, the X-ray technique is often limited to the region quite near to the sample 
surface while the large penetration power of neutrons provides a unique tool for probing 
strains and stresses in the bulk of materials in a non-destructive fashion.  
The strain in terms of d-spacing change for a given (hkl) reflection can be defined 
as shown in Equation (4.3). 
  
0
0
d
ddhkl −=ε         (4.3) 
where, ε is the lattice strain, d0 is the interplanar spacing under stress free conditions 
Substituting the Equation (4.2) to (4.3) yields (4.4) 
  1
)sin(
)sin( 0 −=
hklθ
θε
      
(4.4) 
where, θ0 is the angle of Bragg’s peak under stress free conditions 
For the tensile strain, d is greater than d0, θhkl is smaller than θ0, which means the 
Bragg’s peak shifts to smaller angle; for the compressive strain, d is smaller than d0, θhkl 
is larger than θ0, which means the Bragg’s peak shifts to larger angle. 
It should be noted that the strain is actually an average value based on the strains 
measured from all properly oriented grains within the gage volume, defined by the 
intersection of the incident and diffracted beams paths. Neutron scattering has been used 
extensively in the past several decades for (hkl) dependent residual strain measurements 
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in specimens subjected to 1-D loading (McClinton and Cohen 1982; Gurova and 
Teodosio 1997; Gurova and Teodosio 1998; Prime 1999; Kuboki 2001), typically in 
uniaxial tension or compression. To the authors’ knowledge, residual strain or stress 
under pure torsion or 3-D loading conditions using neutron scattering has not been done 
yet. As stated earlier, study on torsion provides a unique opportunity to probe mechanical 
behavior of materials under pure shear stress, and in combination with axial load, 
provides a mechanism to rotate principal stresses in a controlled fashion. Thus, complete 
three-dimensional mechanical behavior can be investigated by controlling the major 
principal stress rotation to characterize anisotropic materials. 
 
Details of strain measurements using neutron diffraction 
Tubular specimens made of 12L14 steel with an outer diameter of 10.8 mm, an 
inner diameter of 6.8 mm, were used in the study. The 12L14 steel is an essentially 
resulfurized, rephosphorized, free-cutting carbon steel. The compositions and mechanical 
properties are listed in Table 4.1 - Table 4.2. The experiments were carried out using the 
second generation neutron residual stress mapping facility (NRSF2) at Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory (ORNL) (An and Hubbard 2006).  
The interplanar d-spacings were measured using a gage volume 1 mm ×1 mm in 
the scattering plane and 2 mm tall in the vertical direction. The gage volume position was 
moved from the outer to inner surface with an increment of translation in gage volume 
center by 0.25 mm, as shown in the Figure 4.3 - Figure 4.5. 
The crystal structure of BCC iron and the chosen hkl reflections, namely, (110) 
and (211), for this neutron scattering study, are shown in Figure 4.6. The neutron 
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Table 4.1 Typical compositions of 12L14 steel (ASM 1990) 
 
Chemical compositions (%) AISI 
Number C max Mn P S Pb 
12L14 0.15 0.85-1.15 0.04-0.09 0.26-0.35 0.15-0.35 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.2 Mechanical properties of 12L14 steel (ASM 1990) 
 
Mechanical properties 
AISI 
Number 
Tensile 
strength 
(MPa) 
Yield point 
(MPa) 
Elongation 
(%) 
Reduction in 
area (%) 
Brinell 
hardness 
12L14 603 517 15 50 163/179 
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Figure 4.3 Diffraction measurements for radial strains 
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Figure 4.4 Diffraction measurements for circumferential strains 
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Figure 4.5 Diffraction measurements for axial strains 
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Figure 4.6 BCC Fe and the lattice planes used in the neutron diffraction 
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scattering parameters including the Si monochromator settings (Stoica, Popovici et al. 
1999), the wavelengths of the neutron beams, and the nominal Bragg angles for the 
chosen lattice planes of iron are listed in Table 4.3. 
The stress-free d-spacing (d0) was obtained by mapping the d-spacing in the 
radial, circumferential, and axial directions, respectively, through the wall-thickness of 
the as-received tubular sample without subject to either torsion or tension. Averaged 
values of d0 in the pertinent directions were used. The experimental results of the 
reflections (110) and (211), both of which have been reported as weakly affected by 
intergranular strain (Hutchings, Withers et al. 2005), will be discussed in order to explore 
and reveal the essential difference in residual strain between the specimens subjected to 
uniaxial tension and pure torsion.  
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.3 Neutron scattering parameters used in the strain mapping 
 
Monochromators Neutron wavelength 
λ (Å) 
Bragg’s Peak  
2θ (º) 
Lattice planes 
Si220 2.67 82.23 Fe (110) 
Si331AF 1.73 95.37 Fe (211) 
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Results of residual strain mapping and discussion 
The tubular specimens were first subjected to either pure torsion or uniaxial 
tension that corresponds to a similar target value of similar deviatoric strain, which is 
essentially the octahedral shear strain as given by Equation (4.5) (Saada 1983).  
2 2 2 2 2 2
11 22 22 33 33 11 12 23 13
2 ( ) ( ) ( ) 6( )
3oct
γ ε ε ε ε ε ε ε ε ε= − + − + − + + +   (4.5) 
where,  
γoct – octahedral shear strain 
εij –the components of strain tensor (i, j =1, 2, 3)  
For torsion samples, the average shear stress and strain are calculated with the 
assumption that work done by the applied torques is equal to the sum of the work done by 
the stresses and strains involved (Saada 1988). In addition, the average shear strain for 
the hollow cylinder is given by the Equation (4.6) (Saada 1988). 
    
( )
( )
3 3
2 2
2
3
o i
Z
o i
R R
H R Rθ
θγ −= −      (4.6) 
where, 
 Ro, Ri – Outer and inner radius of the hollow sample cylinder, mm 
 θ – twisted angle, rad 
 H – twisted length, mm 
In this study, the laboratory stress-strain history for the tubular specimens is 
shown in Figure 4.7 - Figure 4.8 (Penumadu, Luo et al. 2005; Luo, Penumadu et al. 
2006), and the experimental parameters are summarized in Table 4.4. For tension 
samples, the maximum tensile strains were reached in the uniaxial tension test. As to 
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Figure 4.7 Stress-strain history of the tubular specimen for the torsion test 
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Figure 4.8 Stress-strain history of the tubular specimen for the tension test 
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Table 4.4 Experimental parameters of the two levels of loading for tension and torsion 
 
 Tension samples Torsion samples 
Loading 
history Tensile strain 
Octahedral 
shear strain 
Twisted angle 
(deg) 
Octahedral 
shear strain 
Loading 1 0.0130 0.0123 10.0 0.0121 
Loading 2 0.0260 0.0245 20.0 0.0242 
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torsion samples, the twisted length is 52.8 mm, and the maximum twisted angles were 
reached. The corresponding octahedral shear strains are calculated based on the Equation 
(4.5).  
Subsequently, the specimens were studied using the Neutron Residual Stress 
Mapping Facility 2 (NRSF2) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). The residual 
strains of the tubular steel samples in the axial direction are given in Figure 4.9 - Figure 
4.10, in which the horizontal axis represent the distance from the inner surface of the 
tubular specimens, and the vertical axis represent the lattice stain calculated using 
Equation (4.3). The residual strains from the two torsion samples are quite close, 
although they were subject to two different levels of ultimate shear strains in torsion. The 
maximum shear strain of the sample Torsion 2 is 0.0296, twice as large as that of the 
sample Torsion 1. A similar situation occurs for the two tension samples (Tension 1 and 
2). However, there is significant difference between the tension and torsion samples in 
terms of their residual strains. For the (110) reflection, the residual strains are quite 
different for the tension and torsion samples. Compared to the torsion samples which 
have small residual strains in tension, the tension samples have considerable residual 
strains around 400 µε in compression. In addition, the residual strains for both tension 
and torsion samples are uniform through out the wall thickness of the samples. For the 
reflection of (211), the differences in residual strains between tension and torsion samples 
were reduced in general. At the middle of the wall thickness, the two tension samples 
show slight compressive residual strain around 50 µε, and the two torsion samples show 
slight tensile residual strain around 50 µε. 
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Figure 4.9 Residual strains in axial direction for the reflection (110) for samples 
subject to the same invariant strain in torsion or tension 
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Figure 4.10 Residual strains in axial direction for the reflection (211) for samples 
subject to the same invariant strain in torsion or tension 
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The residual strains of the tubular steel samples in the circumferential direction 
are given in Figure 4.11 - Figure 4.12. The tubular samples exhibit a similar variation of 
their circumferential residual strains for both (110) and (211) reflections. A considerable 
change from tension to compression strain for the (110) reflection is observed for both of 
the samples as the distance from the inner surface increases. However, the patterns of the 
circumferential residual strains based on the (211) reflection are different for tension and 
torsion samples. There is a similarity between tension and torsion samples after subjected 
to the Loading 2, but remarkable difference between tension and torsion samples after 
subjected to Loading 1 exists. 
The residual strains of the tubular samples in the radial direction are given in 
Figure 4.13 - Figure 4.14. The residual strains in torsion samples after subjected to two 
different loading histories are quite close to each other, so are those of tension samples. 
However, for the (110) reflection, the difference in residual strains between tension and 
torsion samples is considerable in the radial direction. Similar to the situation in axial 
direction, the residual strains are compressive for the tension samples, while there are not 
considerable residual strains left for the torsion samples. For the reflection (211), both 
tension and torsion samples exhibit similar strain patterns and those strains trend from 
compression to tension when the measurement locations move from near the inner 
surface toward the outer surface. 
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Figure 4.11 Residual strains in circumferential direction for the reflection (110) 
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Figure 4.12 Residual strains in circumferential direction for the reflection (211) 
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Figure 4.13 Residual strains in radial direction for the reflection (110) 
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Figure 4.14 Residual strains in radial direction for the reflection (211) 
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Summary 
Residual stress has a significant impact on the mechanical behavior materials. It is 
difficult to be measured or predicted using analytical methods, and can lead to premature 
failure of materials if not appropriately considered in design. A nondestructive strain 
mapping method based on neutron diffraction was used to obtain three orthogonal lattice 
strain values for the tubular steel specimens subjected to either tension or torsion using 
the Second Generation Neutron Residual Stress Mapping Facility (NRSF2) at Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory. The (110) and (211) reflections, which have been reported as 
weakly affected by intergranular strain based on tension tests, were used to study the 
effect of tension versus torsion on the residual strains for the carbon steel after being 
subjected to the same target strain invariant. Similarities in the residual strain at various 
spatial locations were observed for the tension and torsion samples after they were 
exposed to different loading levels. Significant differences in the residual strains of the 
given reflections were found and discussed for torsion versus tension tests. The analysis 
of the differences will require further experiments and modeling. Most importantly, this 
study demonstrates the need for an in-situ tension-torsion loading system for studying 
materials under realistic loading conditions. 
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Chapter 5 Residual Strains in Steel Tubes After Application of Either 
Torsion or Tension Using Spallation Neutron Source 
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Introduction to residual stress 
Residual stress can be defined as the stresses remaining in the body of a 
component after processing or manufacture in the absence forces. Residual stress can be 
classified in several ways based on causes, scales, or measurement methods (Hutchings, 
Withers et al. 2005). Mechanical residual stresses are produced during various 
manufacturing processes such as machining, heat treatment, and deformation processing 
(Rudd 1992; Borland 1997; Withers and Bhadeshia 2001). The magnitude and 
distribution of residual stress sometimes is a key factor to design engineering 
components. In most of cases, tensile residual stress in surface or near surface region in a 
component is undesirable, because this kind of tensile residual stress might be the major 
reason for corrosion cracking or fatigue failure (Clapham, Krause et al. 1997; Hayashi, 
Ishiwata et al. 2000). Other examples of undesirable surface tensile residual stresses 
include deep deformation operation such as rod or wire drawing, turning or milling 
operation such as welding, and harsh conditions such as grinding. Residual stresses could 
result from non-uniform thermal process such as heating or cooling. Quenching of 
metallic materials may lead to very high compressive residual stresses on the surface, 
which is usually beneficial to the increase of resistance to fatigue and stress-corrosion 
cracking (Inoue, Kawashima et al. 2000). Residual stresses also can develop due to 
volume change relating to precipitation or phase transformation. For instance, some 
surface treatment or coating by chemical processes can cause substantial residual stresses 
in the surface layers in an engineering component. A very high compressive strength of 
the order of 6 – 8 GPa or higher was measured at the interface of some thermal barrier 
coatings (Kandil, Lord et al. 2001). 
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From the perspective of the region or length scale where the stresses act, there are 
two kinds of residual stresses, one of which is macrostresses, and the other is 
microstresses (Holden and Bowen 1992; Withers and Bhadeshia 2001). The 
macrostresses are also referred as Type I residual stresses, which vary and self-equilibrate 
within the body of a component over a range much larger than grain size. Microstresses 
resulted from differences within microstructure of materials can be further classified as 
Type II and Type III residual stresses. Type II is also referred to as intergranular stresses, 
which vary on the scale of grain size (Withers and Bhadeshia 2001). Such stresses are 
expected to exist either in single-phase materials due to anisotropy in behavior of each 
grain or in multi-phase materials due to the different properties of the different phases. 
Type III is referred to the residual stresses existing within a grain as a result of the crystal 
defects such as dislocation. 
X-ray and neutrons are usually used as non-destructive tools to measure stress or 
even stress profile in crystalline materials in terms of changes in Bragg’s peaks (Noyan 
and Cohen 1987; Jones 1989; Lu and Retraint 1998; Cullity and Stock 2001). Unlike 
traditional X-ray, neutrons have a significantly larger penetrating depth in most of the 
engineering materials, because they interact with atomic nuclei and are independent of 
atomic number, which makes neutrons a unique tool to acquire otherwise inaccessible 
information during strains probing in the interior of bulk materials in a non-destructive 
way (Hutchings 1992). As the non-destructive measurement of residual stress using X-
ray or neutrons is based on the shifts of the Bragg’s peaks, some special cautions need to 
be considered. For example, stacking fault density can be changed by plastic 
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deformation, and solute could be removed by heat treatment (Krawitz and Winholtz 
1994). All of those could shift the Bragg’s peaks, leading to errors in stress calculation 
and estimate. 
 
Diffraction based measurement using spallation neutron source 
Like other diffraction based methods, the time-of-flight (TOF) can be described 
by Bragg’s law, as given in Equation (5.1). 
)sin(2 θλ d=       (5.1) 
where,  
λ – The wavelength of the radiation  
θ – The angle of Bragg’s peak of the reflection (hkl) 
d – The interplanar d-spacing of the reflection (hkl) 
For a spallation neutron source with a fixed angle and multiple wavelengths, the 
following holds: 
)sin(2 θλ d∆=∆      (5.2) 
Substituting Equation (5.1) for sin(θ) 
λ
λε ∆=∆=
d
d       (5.3) 
where,  
ε – The lattice strain  
The TOF technique is base on the combination of the wavelength-sorting with 
position-sensitive detectors (PSDs). The neutrons produced at an accelerator-based 
pulsed neutron source are created at a known time (t0) at which the high energy particle 
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beam hits the neutron-producing target. As a consequence of the nature of neutrons, the 
velocity of each neutron is related to its wavelength. By recording the arrival time (t) of 
each neutron, and having a known distance from the source to the detectors, it is possible 
to relate the time-of-flight (t-t0) to the velocity (v), and hence to the wavelength (λ). 
The momentum of the neutron is related to its mass, velocity, and wavelength, as 
given in Equation (5.4) (Hutchings, Withers et al. 2005). 
  λ
hmvp ==       (5.4) 
where,  
p, m, and v –  Momentum, mass, and velocity of the neutron, respectively 
h  –  Plank’s constant. 
    
t
Lv =        (5.5) 
where,  
L – The total flight path distance between the moderator and detector  
t – The time of the flight, the time from the instant at which the pulse of neutron is 
generated in the moderator to the instant at which the neutron is captured in 
the detector 
Substituting Equation (5.5) into (5.4) yields 
   
mL
ht=λ       (5.6) 
For a given reflection (hkl), the lattice strain is obtained by substituting Equation (5.6) 
into (5.3) 
   
0
0
0 t
tt
t
t hklhkl
hkl
−=∆=ε      (5.7) 
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where, thkl – The measured TOF for the reflection (hkl) of the stressed sample 
t0 – The measured TOF for the reflection (hkl) of the reference stress-free sample 
This also shows that the strain measured at a spallation neutron source is a function of the 
change in TOF of the diffracted beam with a fixed angle θ and flight path length L. 
Brief information of the LANSCE user facility was given by Lisowski and Jones 
(2002). The spallation neutrons are produced by an 800-MeV linear accelerator system 
that accelerates up to 100 kW of negative hydrogen ions with pulsed beam timing 
patterns suitable for a wide variety of experimental programs. At the Manuel Lujan Jr. 
Neutron Scattering Center sixteen flight paths utilize pulsed cold, thermal and epithermal 
neutrons produced at 20Hz by intense 0.13 µs bursts of protons incident on a tungsten 
spallation target and moderated by water or liquid hydrogen. 
 
Materials and stress-strain history of steel tubular samples 
Hollow cylindrical samples were prepared from steel 12L14, which is an 
essentially resulfurized, rephosphorized, free-cutting carbon steel with lead added. The 
steel met the chemistry requirements of AISI 12L14, namely, C max 0.15 wt%, Mn 0.8-
1.5 wt%, P 0.04-0.09 wt%, S 0.26-0.35 wt% and Pb 0.15-0.35 wt%. This steel also shows 
the characteristics of a yield point of 517 MPa, tensile strength of 603 MPa, and 
elongation of 15%. The geometry of the samples is a hollow cylinder, with outer diameter 
(O.D.) and inner diameter (I.D.) of 10.8 and 6.8 mm, respectively.  
The stress-strain history for the tension and torsion samples are shown in Figure 
5.1 and Figure 5.2 (Luo, Penumadu et al. 2006). Those tubular steel samples were subject  
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Figure 5.1 Stress-strain history of the sample for the torsion test  
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Figure 5.2 Stress-strain history of the sample for the tension test 
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to either tension or torsion first, that corresponds to a target value of invariant strain, i.e., 
the octahedral shear strain, as given in Equation (5.8) (Saada 1983).  
2 2 2 2 2 2
11 22 22 33 33 11 12 23 13
2 ( ) ( ) ( ) 6( )
3oct
γ ε ε ε ε ε ε ε ε ε= − + − + − + + +   (5.8) 
where,  
γoct – octahedral shear strain 
εij –the components of strain tensor (i=1,2,3 and j=1,2,3) 
The maximum tensile strain 0.026 was reached for the tension sample in the 
uniaxial tension test, therefore, the corresponding octahedral shear strain is 0.0245 based 
on Equation (5.8). 
For the torsion sample, the average shear strain for the hollow cylinder is given by 
Equation  (5.9) (Saada 1988). 
     
( )
( )
3 3
2 2
2
3
o i
Z
o i
R R
H R Rθ
θγ −= −       (5.9) 
Where, 
 Ro, Ri – Outer and inner radius of the hollow sample cylinder, mm 
 θ – twisted angle, rad 
 H – twisted length, mm 
In this study, the maximum twisted angle for the torsion sample is 20º and the 
twisted length is 52.8 mm, therefore, the corresponding average shear strain is 0.0296, 
and the octahedral shear strain is 0.0242. 
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Measurement of lattice strains by neutron diffraction 
After subjected to tension or torsion, those tubular steel samples were studied 
using the time-of-flight (TOF) technique at the pulsed neutron source facility – 
Spectrometer for Materials Research at Temperature and Stress (SMARTS) at Los 
Alamos Neutron Science Center, as shown the Figure 5.3. SMARTS was set up to 
measure the d-spacing of different (hkl) reflections simultaneously. The incident neutron 
beam was defined by boron nitride apertures; the scattered neutrons were determined by 
radial collimators through which the gage volume can be viewed by two detector banks 
(± 90 degree) (Larsson, Holden et al. 2005).  
As indicated by Equation (5.3), the interplanar d-spacing can be used as and 
internal strain gage, and can be determined based on the diffraction spectra at different 
spatially locations in the sample. Lattice strain then can be obtained in terms of the 
change in d-spacing of stressed and stress-free samples. In this study, residual strains are 
measured in radial and circumferential direction using a gage volume of 1×1×5 mm3. The 
residual strain results based on typical lattice planes that have been reported to be weakly 
or strongly affected by intergranular strain for tension stress path from prior literature are 
discussed in the following.  
The samples were placed on a stage where the x, y, z translation and rotation with 
respect to the center of the stage are controlled by computer. The samples were 
positioned and vertically aligned with an accuracy of 0.1mm using two specialized 
telescopes using triangulation. The scattering vector QR goes through the center of the 
circular cross section of the specimen so that the detector bank (90 degree) measured d-
spacing in radial direction; the scattering vector QH is normal to QR so that the detector 
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Figure 5.3 Research facility at SMARTS, LANL 
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bank (-90 degree) measured d-spacing in circumferential direction as shown in Figure 
5.4. 
Neutron scattering measurements were conducted at different locations such as 
mid-height, 10 mm and 20 mm from mid-height in unstressed, tension and torsion 
samples. Each measurement took about 4 hours. All the measured points are at the middle 
of the wall thickness of the hollow cylindrical samples.  
The raw data from the spallation neutron scattering can be processed in two ways. 
The first approach is to fit the whole neutron spectra using Rietveld refinements, and the 
other is to fit individual (hkl) reflection like the way to process raw data from reactor 
neutron source.  
The Rietveld procedure optimizes the lattice parameters which include lengths 
and angles in a unit cell until the calculated spectrum shows the best least squares fit to 
the measured spectrum. A typical time-of-flight (TOF) diffraction pattern in the radial 
direction at the mid-height of the tension sample is given in Figure 5.5, in which the 
crosses are the measured neutron data (Luo, Penumadu et al. 2006). The time-of-flight 
(TOF) diffraction pattern was normalized, and processed using a Rietveld refinement 
program named General Structure Analysis System (GSAS) (Larson and Von Dreele 
2000), as shown Figure 5.6, in which seven (hkl) reflections of interest were calculated 
based on the Rietveld least square fit. The difference curve between the refinement and 
measurement were also shown beneath the data. 
The individual peak fitting method deals with the particular reflection (hkl) 
individually. The computer program (Clausen 2003) developed based on the GSAS code 
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Figure 5.4 Experimental set-up measuring residual strain using spallation neutron 
source 
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Figure 5.5 An observed time-of-flight (TOF) diffraction pattern 
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Figure 5.6 A time-of-flight (TOF) diffraction pattern after normalization and Rietveld 
refinement 
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was used to fit the reflections (110), (200), (211), (220), (222), (310), and (321) in 
neutron scattering spectra, respectively. In this study, the individual peak fitting method 
was used and expected to provide better resolution. Representative individual peak fitting 
results for the unstressed sample in the radial direction are shown in Figure 5.7 and 
Figure 5.8. 
Figure 5.9 – Figure 5.10 show the residual strains of multiple (hkl) reflections for 
the torsion and tension samples at three different heights in both radial and 
circumferential directions. For example, for the tension sample in radial direction, the left 
data points represent the location at the mid-height of the sample, the middle points 
represent the location of the mid-height plus 10 mm, and the right side points represent 
the location of the mid-height plus 20 mm. In general, there is much difference in terms 
of the residual strains between the seven reflections. Some reflections such as (321), 
(211), and (110) show relatively small residual strains in radial direction in the tension 
sample, while other reflections such as (220) and (200) show considerable residual strains 
in the same sample. There is also remarkable difference in the residual strains for the 
tension and torsion samples in both radial and circumferential directions.  
Figure 5.11 – Figure 5.14 show that most of the measured residual strains at 
different heights are quite similar for each reflection in both tension and torsion samples. 
This indicates the uniform residual strains along the longitudinal axis of the samples and 
the repeatability of the neutron diffraction measurement. 
For the torsion sample in the radial direction, the lattice strains based on the (110), 
(211) and (200) are within a relatively narrow range at the different heights of the sample. 
For example, the lattice strains are around 125 µε for the (110) reflection, 30 – 60 µε for 
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Figure 5.7 Individual peak fitting of the unstressed sample in radial direction (Peak# 1-4) 
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Figure 5.8 Individual peak fitting of the unstressed sample in radial direction (Peak# 5-7) 
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Figure 5.9 Residual strains of multiple (hkl) reflections at different heights in radial 
direction 
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Figure 5.10 Residual strains of multiple (hkl) reflections at different heights in 
circumferential direction 
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Figure 5.11 Residual strains in radial direction at various locations of the tension sample 
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Figure 5.12 Residual strains in radial direction at various locations of the torsion sample 
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Figure 5.13 Residual strains in circumferential direction at various locations of the 
tension sample 
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Figure 5.14 Residual strains in circumferential direction at various locations of the 
torsion sample 
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the (211) reflection, and 45 – 160 µε for the (211) reflection. However, the residual 
strains based on the (200) reflection show a significant difference from both (110) and 
(211) reflections in the tension sample. In particular, the measured lattice strains of the 
(200) range from 500 – 750 µε in the tension sample, compared to 44 – 160 µε in the 
torsion sample. A similar situation occurs in the residual strains in the circumferential 
direction for both the tension and torsion samples, in which the (200) reflection shows 
significant residual strain in the tension sample but small residual strains in the torsion 
sample.  
It has been reported that (211) and (110) are weakly affected by the intergranular 
strains and (200) are strongly affected by the intergranular strains in polycrystalline 
materials (Pang, Holden et al. 1998).  From this study, it is observed that the (200) 
reflection does show significant residual strains in the tension sample, but quite smaller 
residual strains in the torsion sample. It appears that the intergranular strain effect is 
associated not only with the particular reflection, but also with loading paths even though 
the tension and torsion samples are subject to the similar deviatoric strain (octahedral 
shear strain). 
In Figure 5.13 – Figure 5.14, the (110) and (211) also show considerable 
difference in terms of the residual strain. For the tension sample, while the residual 
strains are near zero at some locations in the (211) reflection, the residual strains are over 
400 µε in the (110) reflection. For the torsion sample, the difference between (110) and 
(211) reflections is reduced although it still exists.  Like the lattice strains of the (200) 
reflection in radial directions, the lattice strains of the (110) in the circumferential 
direction are greater than the torsion sample. 
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Summary 
Residual strains of carbon steel tubes, which were subject to a similar deviatoric 
strain through either tension or torsion, were investigated using the pulsed neutron source 
facility – Spectrometer for Materials Research at Temperature and Stress (SMARTS) at 
Los Alamos National Laboratory.  
Experimental results show the uniform residual strains measured along the 
longitudinal axis of the samples and the repeatability of the neutron diffraction 
measurement. The reflection of (200) reported strongly affected by intergranular strains 
does show significant residual strains in the tension sample, but quite smaller residual 
strains in the torsion sample. The reflections of (110) and (211), both reported weakly 
affected by intergranular strains show considerable difference in terms of residual strain 
in circumferential direction. It appears that the intergranular strain effect is not only 
associated with particular reflections, but also strongly associated with loading paths 
through which the tension and torsion samples are subject to the similar deviatoric strain. 
Although the tension and torsion samples were subject to the similar deviatoric strain, the 
residual strains resulted from the tension and torsion show a considerable difference in 
both radial and circumferential directions. 
This study is the first of its kind for evaluating residual strains in generalized 
loading conditions and also will help to demonstrate the need for in-situ tension-torsion 
load frame at Spallation Neutron Source for studying materials under realistic loading 
conditions. 
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Chapter 6 Residual Strain Tensor for Steel Hollow Cylinders after 
Subject to Tension or Torsion Using Reactor Neutron Source 
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Introduction to measurement of residual stress  
Residual stress in an engineering component is inherently of 3-D in nature. 
However, due to the complex nature of residual stress, very limited study on the stress or 
strain state has been carried out under 3-D conditions, although extensive studies have 
been performed in the area of uniaxial and biaxial stress analysis (Holden, Root et al. 
1995; Noyan, Huang et al. 1995; Pang, Holden et al. 2000; Oliver, Daymond et al. 2002; 
Brown, Bourke et al. 2003; Larsson, Clausen et al. 2004). For example, the ( )ψ2sin  
method, which is based on assumption that a biaxial stress state exists in the near-surface 
region of a stressed component, has been widely used for many years to measure the 
reference interplanar d-spacing by X-ray techniques (Noyan and Cohen 1987). A 
pioneering study of residual stress state under a 3-D triaxial conditions for welded 
cylindrical segments using reactor source neutron scattering was conducted by Krawitz et 
al (1994). They measured the lattice strains in six independent orientations of the tilted 
sample, solved stress tensors at different spatial locations in the weld, and revealed the 
stress states at the corresponding locations. 
X-ray technique is usually used as a non-destructive tool to measure surface stress 
in a component (Noyan and Cohen 1987; Jones 1989; Lu and Retraint 1998; Cullity and 
Stock 2001). In combination with certain layer removal technique, a stress profile in a 
component can be obtained. Unfortunately, there are several major disadvantages of the 
traditional X-ray based stress measurement. Problems will occur if the surface of the 
sample is too rough. A surface treatment such as polishing is often needed, which 
inevitably changes the original conditions of the near-surface region in materials. Use of 
X-ray in stress profiling in a component requires stepwise removal of surface layers, and 
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plastic deformation may be induced during the removal procedure, causing new stresses 
and influencing the results for the stress profiling (Pintschovius 1992). Sample size could 
be another problem. Depending on material and source, X-ray usually has a penetration 
depth of around 10-30 µm and a spatial resolution of 1-2 mm down to tens of microns 
(Kandil, Lord et al. 2001).  
Although X-ray might be the best or the only approach in the near surface region 
of materials, neutron technique is much more competitive for stress analysis at depths of 
over 100 µm (Webster 1992). Compared to traditional X-ray, neutrons have a significant 
larger penetrating power in most of the engineering materials, because they interact with 
atomic nuclei and are independent of atomic number. This makes neutrons a unique tool 
to acquire otherwise inaccessible information for strains probing in the interior of bulk 
materials in a non-destructive way, so “the engineer’s dream come true” (Hutchings 
1992). For example, neutrons can measure bulk component of up to 100 mm in aluminum 
or 25 mm in steel (Kandil, Lord et al. 2001). The large penetration power of neutron is 
particularly helpful in the exploit of grain interaction stresses, as it allows the 
determination of interplanar d-spacing vs ( )ψ2sin  up to ( )ψ2sin  equal to 1, which is 
especially important to the study of strongly textured materials (Pintschovius 1992). 
Other merits of neutron scattering used for stress analysis include that neutrons can be 
used to monitor the evolution of residual stress or strain in realistic loading and 
environmental conditions, and neutron scattering can provide adjustable spatial resolution 
for strain mapping in order to resolve stress gradients in bulk engineering components 
(Hutchings, Withers et al. 2005). 
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Stress and strain tensors, and Haigh-Westergaard space 
Stress can be represented by vector that is defined as the intensity of forces acting 
on the given infinitesimal part within a body. The state of stress at a point is therefore 
defined as the totality of all stress vectors at that point, and is represented by a second-
order symmetric tensor σij, which has six independent components due to symmetry, in a 
right-handed Cartesian coordinate system. The stress tensor σij is expressed as: 
⎥⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
=
333231
232221
131211
σσσ
σσσ
σσσ
σ ij       (6.1) 
where,  
 σ11, σ22, σ33 – normal stress components 
 σ12, σ21, σ13, σ31, σ23, σ32 – shear stress components, and σ12=σ21, σ13=σ31, σ23=σ32 
Stress tensor acting at a point depends on orientation of the body. If planes of the 
body are oriented such that the stress vectors act in the normal direction of the planes on 
which there are no shear stresses, the stresses are principal stresses (σ1, σ2, σ3). The 
principal stresses are orthogonal to each other, and construct a 3-D stress space called 
Haigh-Westergaard stress space or the principal stress space. For a given state, the stress 
can be decomposed into a hydrostatic stress component and deviatoric stress component 
in Haigh-Westergaard stress space, as given in Equation (6.2).  
ijij
kk
ij s+⋅= δσσ 3        (6.2)  
where, 
 σkk, – Addition of the normal stress components, σkk = σ11+σ22+σ33  
 δij – Kronecker delta function, δij = 1 if i=j, and δij = 0 if i≠j 
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 sij – Deviatoric stress components 
The decomposition of a given stress state (σ1, σ2, σ3) can also be visualized by 
Figure 6.1, in which coordinates of the point P represents the given stress state in Haigh-
Westergaard stress space, thus, 
 NPONOP +=       (6.3) 
where, 
 OP – The vector representing the given stress 
ON – The vector representing the hydrostatic component 
NP – The vector representing the deviatoric component. 
Yield criteria are used to predict whether the material’s response is elastic or 
plastic. Von Mises criterion is one of the important yield criteria, and used to characterize 
the yield behavior for most metal materials, which are considered hydrostatic-pressure-
independent, which implies that the yield only depends on deviatoric stress components, 
as shown by Equation (6.4). Von Mises yield criterion states that the yielding of material 
would occur when the maximum shear strain energy reaches a critical value specified by 
material parameter k. This also can be visualized as a cylinder with its longitudinal axis 
coincident with hydrostatic axis in Haigh-Westergaard space, as shown in Figure 6.1. 
   022 =− kJ       (6.4) 
where, 
 J2 – The second invariant of the deviatoric stress component, ijij ssJ 2
1
2 =  
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Figure 6.1 Decomposition of stress vector in Haigh-Westergaard space and Von Mises 
yield criterion 
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k – Material parameter depended on loading conditions. For example, 
3
0σ=k  for 
uniaxial tensile test, where σ0 is the uniaxial tensile strength; 0τ=k  for pure 
shear test, where τ0 is the shear strength  
Similarly, the state of strain at a point in a deformed body can be described by a 
second-order symmetric tensor εij, which is also related to a set of three principal strain 
ε1, ε2, and ε3, as given by Equation (6.5) 
11 12 13
21 22 23
31 32 33
ij
ε ε ε
ε ε ε ε
ε ε ε
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥= ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
      (6.5) 
where,  
 ε 11, ε 22, ε 33 – normal strain components 
ε12, ε21, ε13, ε31, ε23, ε32 – half of the shear strain components, i.e., ijij γε 2
1= , 
where γij is the related shear strain, and ε 12= ε21, ε13= ε31, ε23= ε32 
In this study of residual stress, it is of great interest to understand how the similar 
ultimate loading conditions, particularly, the hollow cylindrical samples were subjected 
to a target deviatoric strain (octahedral shear strain) which indicated a similar strain 
history in both torsion and tension, will affect the final residual stress/strain state.  
 
Determination of strain tensor using Least Squares fitting  
In order to obtain the stress or strain tensor, two coordinate systems are involved 
in measurement. One is the laboratory coordinate system Li (i = 1, 2, 3), which consists 
of the axes with respect to what types of diffraction measurements are made. The other is 
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the sample coordinate system Si (i = 1, 2, 3), which consists of axes with respect to how 
the sample is placed. These two systems are related by angles φ and ψ, as shown in 
Figure 6.2. 
For a given hkl diffraction, the axis L3 is always normal to that lattice plane (hkl) 
and L2 is coplanar with axes S1 and S2. The relation of lattice strain εφψ in L3 direction 
(with angles φ and ψ) to the six independent components of the strain tensor εij in the 
sample coordinate system can be described by Equation (6.6).  
 (6.6) 
There are six unknowns (namely, ε11, ε22, ε33, ε12, ε13, ε23) in Equation (6.6), and 
one can determine the lattice strain (εφψ) along six independent directions. However, 
during the measurement of neutron scattering, errors coming from both the experimental 
system and measurement process inevitably affect the final results. Therefore, more than 
six measurements should be done, and the Least Squares fitting is used in order to obtain 
the 6 unknowns so that the random errors are reduced. 
Least Squares fitting (LSF) is a procedure for finding the best-fitting curve to a 
given set of points by minimizing the sum of the squares of the offsets or residuals of the 
points from the curve. The offsets of the points with respect to the fitting curve can be 
defined in two ways: one is vertical offset, and the other perpendicular offset. Winholtz 
and Cohen (1988) introduced a generalized least squares determination of triaxial stress 
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Figure 6.2 Relation between sample (S) and lab (L) coordinate systems 
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states by X-ray diffraction. They considered the inverse of the variance associated with 
each measured lattice strain as the weight for the corresponding residual square in a total 
weighted sum of the squared error. In this study, however, a simplified and general LSF 
adopting the vertical offsets as the residual was used as given in Equation  (6.20). In 
order to utilize the LSF to solve a system of equations based on the Equation (6.6), the 
following definitions are made. The measured lattice strains are defined as 
iii ψφεε =         (6.7) 
where,  
i = 1, 2, … , N 
N – The times that independent measurement is made 
The transformation coefficients are defined as 
( ) iiiiiG ψφψφ 221 sincos, ⋅=       (6.8) 
( ) iiiiiG ψφψφ 222 sinsin, ⋅=       (6.9) 
( ) iiiiG ψψφ 23 cos, =        (6.10) 
( ) iiiiiG ψφψφ 24 sin2sin, ⋅=       (6.11) 
( ) iiiiiG ψφψφ 2sinsin,5 ⋅=       (6.12) 
( ) iiiiiG ψφψφ 2sincos,6 ⋅=       (6.13) 
The unknown six components of the strain tensor are defined as 
111 ε=e         (6.14) 
222 ε=e         (6.15) 
333 ε=e         (6.16) 
124 ε=e         (6.17) 
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235 ε=e         (6.18) 
136 ε=e         (6.19) 
The residual between the calculated and measured lattice strain is 
 ( ) iiiij
j
ji Ger εψφ −⋅= ∑
=
,
6
1
      (6.20) 
The sum of the squared residual for the N measurements is 
 ( )∑ ∑∑
= == ⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −⋅==
N
i
iiiij
j
j
N
i
i GerR
1
2
6
11
22 , εψφ     (6.21) 
Based on LSF, the condition for R2 to be a minimum is that 
 0
2
=∂
∂
ke
R         (6.22) 
where, k = 1, 2, …, 6 
So 
  ( ) ( )∑ ∑
= =
=⋅⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −⋅
N
i
iiikiiiij
j
j GGe
1
6
1
0,, ψφεψφ    (6.23) 
 ( ) ( ) ( )∑ ∑∑
= ==
=⋅−
6
1 11
0,,,
j
iiik
N
i
i
N
i
iiikiiijj GGGe ψφεψφψφ    (6.24) 
This can be rewritten in a form by defining the following 
  ( ) ( )∑
=
=
N
i
iiikiiijjk GGA
1
,, ψφψφ      (6.25) 
 ( )iiikN
i
ik GB ψφε ,
1
∑
=
⋅=        (6.26) 
This leads to 
∑
=
=−
6
1
0
j
kjkj BAe        (6.27) 
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In matrix form 
 BeA =⋅         (6.28) 
Therefore 
 BAe 1−=         (6.29) 
where,  
e – The 6 × 1 vector of the six unknown strain components 
A – The 6 × 6 matrix of the transformation defined by Equation (6.25) 
B – The 6 × 1 vector of the modified measured lattice strain defined by Equation 
(6.26) 
Once the six independent components of the strain tensor εij are resolved, the principal 
strains can be calculated from below. 
1321 I=++ εεε        (6.30) 
2133221 I=++ εεεεεε        (6.31) 
3321 I=εεε         (6.32) 
where,  
ε1, ε2, ε3 – the principal strains of the strain tensor εij 
I1, I2, I3, – the strain invariants of the strain tensor εij 
3322111 εεε ++=I        (6.33) 
2221
1211
3331
1311
3332
2322
2 εε
εε
εε
εε
εε
εε ++=I      (6.34) 
333231
232221
131211
3
εεε
εεε
εεε
=I        (6.35) 
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Therefore, the principal strains ε1, ε2, and ε3 can be obtained by solving Equations (6.30) - 
(6.35).  
 
Measurement of lattice strains with Neutron diffraction  
Hollow cylindrical samples were prepared from steel 12L14, which is 
resulfurized, rephosphorized, free-cutting carbon steel with lead added. The steel met the 
chemistry requirements of the AISI 12L14, namely, C max 0.15 wt%, Mn 0.8-1.5 wt%, P 
0.04-0.09 wt%, S 0.26-0.35 wt% and Pb 0.15-0.35 wt%. This steel also shows the 
characteristics of a yield point of 517 MPa, tensile strength of 603 MPa, and elongation 
of 15% (ASM 1990). The geometry of the samples is hollow cylinder, with outer 
diameter (O.D.) and inner diameter (I.D.) of 10.8 and 6.8 mm, respectively. 
The loading history in terms of stress vs strain for both the torsion and tension 
samples is shown in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4. The tubular steel specimens are first 
subjected to either pure torsion or simple tension that corresponds to a target of similar 
deviatoric strain, i.e., the octahedral shear strain as given in Equation (6.36) (Saada 
1983): 
2 2 2 2 2 2
11 22 22 33 33 11 12 23 13
2 ( ) ( ) ( ) 6( )
3oct
γ ε ε ε ε ε ε ε ε ε= − + − + − + + +   (6.36) 
where,  
γoct – octahedral shear strain 
εij –the components of strain tensor (i, j =1, 2, 3) 
For the tension sample, the maximum tensile strain 0.0130 was reached in the uniaxial 
tension test, therefore, the corresponding octahedral shear strain is 0.0123. For the torsion  
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Figure 6.3 Stress-strain history of the tubular specimen for the torsion test 
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Figure 6.4 Stress-strain history of the tubular specimen for the tension test  
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sample, the average shear strain for the hollow cylinder is given by the Equation (6.37) 
(Saada 1988). 
    
( )( )220
33
0
3
2
i
i
Z RRH
RR
−
−= βγ β       (6.37) 
where, 
 Ro, Ri – The outer and inner radius of the hollow sample cylinder, mm 
 β – The twisted angle, rad 
 H – The twisted length, mm 
The maximum twisted angle for the torsion sample is 10 degree and the twisted 
length is 52.8 mm, therefore, the corresponding average shear strain is 0.0150, and the 
octahedral shear strain is 0.0121.  
Neutron scattering experiment was carried out at High Flux Isotope Reactor 
(HFIR) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). The neutron diffraction parameters 
including the Si monochromator settings (Stoica, Popovici et al. 1999), the wavelengths 
of the neutron beams, and the nominal Bragg angles for the chosen lattice planes (110) 
and (211) are listed in Table 6.1. 
 
 
 
Table 6.1 Neutron diffraction parameters used in the strain tensor measurement 
 
Lattice planes Monochromators Neutron wavelength 
λ (Å) 
Nominal Bragg’s 
Peak 2θ (º) 
Fe (110) Si220 2.67 82.23 
Fe (211) Si331AF 1.73 95.37 
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Lattice d-spacing of the reflections (110) and (211) for the tension and torsion 
samples in six or more independent directions were measured using Huber Circle at High 
Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) as shown in the Figure 6.5. The interplanar d-spacings were 
measured using a gage volume, defined by the incident slit 1 ×1 mm2 and receiving slit 1 
mm. Extreme cautions were paid to make sure that the center of the gage volume is both 
at the center of the rotation of φ-plane of the geniometer and at the center of the rotation 
of the ψ-plane of the Huber Circle. Combination of the angles φ and ψ for different tilt in 
strain tensor measurement is given in Table 6.2.  
In this study, the sample coordinate system Si (i = 1, 2, 3) is oriented so that the 
axis S1 is in radial direction, S2 in circumferential direction, and S3 in axial direction, as 
shown in Figure 6.6, where the measured lattice strain is in radial direction and the 
corresponding φ and ψ are 0 and 90 degree, respectively. Measurement of d-spacing of 
the (110) and (211) reflections for the unstressed reference samples were carried out 
using 20 combinations of the φ and ψ angles from Table 6.2, and the results are shown in 
Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8. Average values of the unstressed d-spacing were obtained for 
further use in calculation of the lattice strains.  
The measured and calculated strain tensor as well as the principal strains based on 
the (110) reflection for the torsion sample is given in Table 6.3. As 20 different 
combinations of the φ and ψ angles were used to calculate the six independent 
components in the strain tensor, it is of great importance to understand the effect of the 
quality and quantity of the neutron scattering measurements on the strain state calculated 
at the end. Typical examples of Least Squares fitting results and the corresponding 
calculated strain state in terms of the principal strains for the (110) reflection of the
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Figure 6.5 Experimental set-up for the residual strain tensor measurement at 
HFIR, ORNL 
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Table 6.2 Combination of the angles φ and ψ for different tilts in strain tensor 
measurement 
 
Run Number Φ angle (deg) ψ angle (deg) 
1 0 90 
2 30 90 
3 60 90 
4 90 90 
5 0 60 
6 30 60 
7 60 60 
8 90 60 
9 0 45 
10 30 45 
11 60 45 
12 90 45 
13 0 30 
14 30 30 
15 60 30 
16 90 30 
17 0 0 
18 30 0 
19 60 0 
20 90 0 
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Figure 6.6 An example of the experimental set-up for the d-spacing measurement 
(radial direction) in order to obtain strain tensor 
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Figure 6.7 d-spacing of the (110) reflection for the unstressed sample 
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Figure 6.8 d-spacing of the (211) reflection for the unstressed sample 
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Table 6.3 Strain tensor and the corresponding principal strains (µε) for the (110) 
and (211) reflections of the torsion and the tension samples 
 
 (110) Reflection (211) Reflection 
Torsion sample 
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
−−−
−−
−−
=
5312314
12385317
314317825
ijε
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
−
=
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
178
275
1060
3
2
1
ε
ε
ε
 
 
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
−
−
−
=
32313220
1329191
20191344
ijε  
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
−
−=
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
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⎝
⎛
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3
2
1
ε
ε
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Tension sample 
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⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
−
−
−
=
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103363334
331334241
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⎠
⎞
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⎝
⎛
−=
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⎟
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torsion sample are shown in the Table 6.4, in which the different Least Squares fittings 
using part or whole set of the lattice strain measurements to obtain a strain tensor were 
listed. The results show that the principal strains based on the different Least Squares 
fitting utilizing from 6 to 20 independent measurements also show the consistency. In 
particular, the calculated major principal strains are around 1100 µε in tension, and the 
minor principal strains around 150 µε in compression using the different Least Squares 
fitting, except for the fitting of using 6 independent measurement. This justifies on the 
other hand that the measurements to obtain the strain tensor are robust and consistent. 
Similarly, the calculated strain tensors and principal strains for the (110) reflection of the 
torsion sample, (211) and (110) reflections of the tension samples are provided in Table 
6.3. The regression results from the Least Squares fitting show remarkable difference in 
the residual strain between (110) and (211) in the torsion and tension samples. On the 
other hand, for a given specific reflection, there is also considerable difference in the 
torsion and tension samples even though they were subject to the similar target deviatoric 
strain. The results show agreement in actually measured lattice strains in radial, 
circumferential, and axial directions for (110) and (211) reflections of both the tension 
and torsion samples, which indicates that the measured neutron diffraction data were 
consistent and the fitting procedure was robust.  
 
Error estimate of strain tensor based on neutron diffraction 
Error estimate, in particular, error propagation for the strain tensor is as much 
important as the measurement and calculation of strain/stress tensor itself. In some cases, 
the estimated standard deviation of the strain could be twice as large as the corresponding 
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Table 6.4 Comparison of the Least Squares fitting results for the neutron scattering 
measurements with different combinations of the φ and ψ angles 
 
Run number included in the Least 
Squares fitting 
Calculated principal strains (ε1, ε2, ε3)  
(µε or ×10-6) 
1 – 20 (1060, 275, -178) 
1 – 19 (1060, 278, -176) 
1 – 16 (1084, 393, -149) 
1 – 12  (1168, 363, -124) 
1 – 6 (1064, 560, -359) 
5 – 20 (1130, 139, -161) 
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measured components in that strain tensor, or the error in measured reference cell 
parameter could be up to 700 MPa in some stress tensor components (Krawitz and 
Winholtz 1994). Therefore, it is of great interest to understand how the errors occurring 
in the neutron diffraction measurements propagate during the process in which those 
measurements are used to calculate the components of the strain or stress tensor. 
Effective efforts cannot be made to quantify and control those errors until the mechanism 
of the error propagation is fully understood.  
One source of error results from the system of experimental facility, and a typical 
system error is due to measurement of the Bragg’s peak by detectors. Such system error 
can be estimated by differentiating Bragg’s Law equation, as given in Equation (6.38) 
(Hutchings, Withers et al. 2005). 
 θθλ
λ ∆⋅−∆=∆ cot
d
d       (6.38) 
where, 
 d – Interplanar d-spacing for the given refection (hkl)  
 λ – Wavelength length of the radiation 
 θ – Angle associated with the Bragg’s peak 
If the error from wavelength of the radiation is not considered, then the error of the 
measured lattice strain can be represented by 
 θθ ∆⋅−=∆ cot
d
d       (6.39) 
For example, at the 2nd Generation Neutron Residual Stress Mapping Facility (NRSF2), 
a typical peak position fitting precision is ± 0.003 degrees in 2θ. Therefore, for the d-
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spacing measurement with the nominal Bragg’s peak of 90 degree, the precision of lattice 
strain is around ± 26.2 µε nominally.  
Another source of error results from the approach to obtain the strain tensor using 
neutron diffraction itself. In the process to obtain the strain tensor, statistical errors are 
produced when the Bragg’s peaks are determined by regressing the neutron diffraction 
data, which are the neutron counts with respect to angles according to the position 
sensitive detectors (PSD). Thus, it is of great interest to understand how the statistical 
error from the obtained neutron data will affect the calculated strain tensor. 
A general formula for uncertainty of a function z(x, y) is Equation (6.40) (Taylor 
1982). 
y
y
zx
x
zz ∆∂
∂+∆∂
∂=∆        (6.40) 
where, ∆x and ∆y are uncertainties or errors from the quantities x and y 
When the uncertainty ∆x and ∆y are independent and random, the variance of the 
function z(x, y) can be represented by  
 )()()(
22
yVar
y
zxVar
x
zzVar ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∂
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⎞⎜⎝
⎛
∂
∂=     (6.41) 
The error of the function z(x, y) will be estimated based on the standard deviation of the 
variance of z. The variance of the measured six components (ej) of strain tensor can be 
represented in terms of the measured lattice strains (εi) at N times, as given in Equation 
(6.42). 
 ∑
= ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
∂
∂=
N
i
i
i
j
j Var
e
eVar
1
2
)()( εε      (6.42) 
Based on Equation (6.29), 
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Substituting Equation (6.26) into (6.43) yields 
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Substituting Equation (6.45) into (6.42) yields 
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The lattice strain (εi) measured using neutron diffraction can be defined as 
  
0
0
d
dd −= φψφψε       (6.47) 
where, d0 and dφψ are the measured d-spacing for the unstressed and stressed sample at 
the combination of tilt angles (φ, ψ), respectively 
The error of the measured lattice strain is estimated by differentiating Equation (6.47), so 
the variance of the lattice strain (εi) at the ith (i=1, 2, …, N) time is 
( ) ( )0
2
2
0
2
0
1)( dVar
d
d
dVar
d
Var i ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛= φψφψε     (6.48) 
where, d0 and dφψ are the related ith measurement  
However, in actual strain tensor measurement, if the average value of d-spacing 
for the unstressed reference sample is used, the variance in d0 will use the averaged 
variance in d0 of the N time measurement, given that all the measurements are 
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independent with each other. The error of the components (ej) of strain tensor will be 
estimated with the standard deviation, the square root of the variance based on Equations 
(6.46). The estimated standard deviations calculated based on the above procedure for the 
(110) and (211) reflections of both the torsion and tension samples are give in Table 6.5. 
The results show that the estimated standard deviation for the calculated strain tensor are 
within the same magnitude of those for the individual measurement of the lattice strain 
measurement using the different combination of the φ and ψ angles. This also justifies 
that the neutron diffraction measurements are stable and consistent. 
 
 
 
 
Table 6.5 Estimated standard deviation (µε) of the components of calculated strain tensor 
 
 (110) Reflection (211) Reflection 
Torsion sample 
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
375757
577171
577169
 
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
373534
353838
343836
 
Tension sample 
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
396057
607672
577267
 
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
333534
353939
343935
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Summary 
The state of residual strain of the carbon steel tubular samples which were subject 
to either tension or torsion with a similar ultimate loading conditions in terms of the 
deviatoric strain, were investigated using neutron diffraction. An approach of the Least 
Squares fitting to obtain the tensor of residual strain based on six or over six independent 
measurements of lattice strains is presented. Multiple Least Squares fittings with input 
data from different combination of independent lattice strain measurements have shown 
the robust and consistency in the calculated strain state. The results also show the 
significant difference between the two samples, although the tension and torsion samples 
were subject to the similar deviatoric strain. 
It is of great importance to quantify and control the errors of the calculated 
components of strain or stress tensor. Effective efforts cannot be made to quantify and 
control those errors until the mechanism of the error propagation is fully understood. A 
novel procedure was developed to understand the mechanism and to analyze the errors of 
the calculated strain tensors based on the errors occurring the neutron diffraction 
measurements. Error propagation of the strain tensor calculation based on the errors from 
both the measured lattice strains and the measured data in the unstressed reference 
sample was analyzed. The results show that the estimated standard deviation for the 
calculated strain tensor are within the same magnitude of those for the individual 
measurement of the lattice strain measurement using the different combination of the φ 
and ψ angles.  
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Chapter 7 Summary and Future Work 
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Summary 
In this research, advanced neutron techniques of radiography and diffraction have 
been utilized to investigate fundamental issues in the Lost Foam Casting process and in 
mechanical behavior of infrastructure materials such as granular silica and carbon steel. 
Time lapsed neutron radiography with digital image processing has been used to 
investigate the real-time Lost Foam Casting (LFC) process, which was carried out at 
McClellan Nuclear Radiation Center, University of California, Davis. Evidence has been 
presented that neutron radiography is able to overcome the difficulty of other traditional 
techniques such as X-ray radiography due to unique neutron cross-section, and offer new 
insights into the pyrolysis of foam and the dynamics of casting. Based on the results from 
radiography combined with the image processing and analysis of the still images 
extracted from the real-time neutron videos, the pyrolysis front can be clearly identified 
and isolated from the molten metal as well as the undecomposed polymer foam. Behavior 
and characteristics of the molten metal and the pyrolysis front in the LFC processes were 
revealed. The proposed approach will prove to be a powerful tool to characterize the 
pyrolysis front of the expanded polystyrene foam during LFC process during the 
interaction with liquid metal. 
Stress-strain relationship of particulate materials is complex, and depends on the 
initial state of packing, past stress history, and the applied stress path. A novel 
methodology has been developed using neutron scattering technique to obtain strains 
both globally and locally for assemblies of granular materials. The significant difference 
between the global macroscopic deformation and the local interplanar lattice strain has 
been observed during the in-situ study of the granular assemblies under confined 
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compressive loading at the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR), Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory. The measured lattice strain within particles was at least one order of 
magnitude smaller than the measured global strain when the granular materials were 
subject to same external loading. For the round Ottawa particles used in this study, when 
the applied load exceeded certain stress, significant particle breakage occurred resulting 
in a large increase in the rate of global strain variation as a function applied compressive 
stress. For the angular Q-Rok particles, multiple fluctuations in the curve of global stress 
vs lattice strain were observed, indicating multiple fracturing and stress relaxation within 
particles. Based on the lattice strain mapping data, there is no evident trend of lattice 
strains at different applied global stress levels, and the measured lattice strains are 
scattered, which implies a strong inhomogeneous distribution of the actual stress in 
particles. Research results in this study will be useful for developing suitable elasto-
plastic constitutive models of frictional granular materials, and can also be applied to 
powder metallurgy and sintered ceramics. 
Residual stress is one of the more common phenomenon occurring in materials, 
and has a significant impact on the mechanical behavior and the durability of materials. 
Residual stress is not immediately apparent in many cases; it is difficult to be measured, 
difficult to be predicted and can lead to premature failure of materials if not appropriately 
considered in design. Torsion provides an opportunity to probe mechanical behaviors of 
materials under pure shear stress, and in combination with axial load, provides a 
mechanism to rotate principal stresses in a controlled fashion. Residual strains of 
identical steel tubular specimens were investigated after subjected to pure torsion or 
uniaxial tension that corresponds to a target equivalent strain invariant using both reactor 
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neutron source from the High Flux Isotope Reactor at Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
and spallation neutron source from the Spectrometer for Materials Research at 
Temperature and Stress at Los Alamos National Laboratory. The lattice strain based on 
the reflections that have been reported to be both weakly and strongly affected by 
intergranular strain for tension stress path was investigated. The results have shown the 
promise to reveal the essential difference between tension and torsion from the 
perspective of yield criteria for materials. This is the first study of its kind for evaluating 
residual strains in generalized loading conditions and also will help to demonstrate the 
need for having a multi-axial loading system for the anticipated under construction 
engineering stress testing facility at Spallation Neutron Source. 
An innovative approach has been developed to investigate the strain/stress state in 
terms of strain/stress tensors by using Huber Circle and diffractometer at the 2nd 
Generation Neutron Residual Stress Facility at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. A 
computer program has also been developed, which is capable of processing the raw data 
from neutron scattering to obtain the strain state in stressed materials. It is also of great 
interest to understand how the errors occurring the neutron diffraction measurements 
propagate during the process in which those measurements are used to calculate the 
components of strain or stress tensor. A procedure was developed to understand the 
mechanism and to analyze the errors of the calculated strain tensors based on the errors 
occurring the neutron diffraction measurements. Error propagation of the strain tensor 
calculation based on the errors from both the measured lattice strains and the measured 
data in the unstressed reference sample was analyzed. The results show that the estimated 
standard deviation for the calculated strain tensor are within the same magnitude of those 
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for the individual measurement of the lattice strain measurement using the different 
combination of the φ and ψ angles. The newly developed approaches make it possible to 
study the strain/stress tensor in materials under completely three-dimensional onditions. 
 
Future work 
Future work could be performed in the following aspects.  
• Quantitative analysis and modeling relating to the pyrolysis front’s complex 
behavior associated with various basic casting parameters such as coating type, 
gating system, and foam thickness during the Lost Foam Casting is needed in 
order to better understand the fundamentals which is the foundation for quality 
control for Lost Foam Casting process. 
• Macroscopic load vs. deformation relationship in elastic particulate materials, 
which were considered as breakage free, has been studied using the distinct 
element method (DEM). However, there is no research work of establishing the 
relation between the simulated load-deformation behavior at macroscopic level 
and the measured lattice strains at microscopic levels. In particular, for the silica 
sand under compression, a distinct element method could be used to model the 
elastic portion of the experiment and contact dynamics. The influence of particle 
elasticity could be possibly separated from the effect that particle rearrangements 
have on the macroscopic stress-strain behavior found in the compression testing. 
• Due to limited time, the effective measurements of residual strains based on 
multiple reflections were conducted only at the middle of the wall thickness of 
both tension and torsion samples in the radial and circumferential directions. 
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Extension of this study on residual strain from 2-D to 3-D at different spatial 
locations through the wall thickness of the tubular samples using the spallation 
neutron source at the Los Alamos National Laboratory or Spallation Neutron 
Source would reveal more details about the residual stress/strain state from the 
different reflections either sensitive or insensitive to the intergranular strain/stress. 
• This research has already pushed the boundary of the experimental research on 
both in-situ and ex-situ measurement of interplanar d-spacing at the neutron 
scattering facilities – High Flux Isotope Reactor from Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory and Spectrometer for Materials Research at Temperature and Stress 
Los Alamos National Laboratory. It also demonstrates a need that future work 
should use the more powerful Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) in engineering 
material research. 
• For the study of residual strain under generalized load condition such as the 
combination of torsion and tension, numerical modeling using elasto-plastic self-
consistent (EPSC) model with the specialty for incorporation with the important 
concept of intergranular strain/stress in the polycrystalline materials is needed. 
Yield and failure criteria such as Von-Mises or Mohr-Coulomb criteria are of 
importance because the prediction of the residual strain will be significantly 
affected using different failure criteria.  
• More studies on the stress/strain state in materials subject to generalized, 
controlled loading conditions are needed in order to better understand the 
fundamentals of the failure behavior of engineering materials. Neutron diffraction 
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seems to be a very viable and highly effective technique to explore stress/strain 
tensor in engineering materials. 
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